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I present the design of a parser that adds Scheme-style language extensibility to languages with
implicitly delimited and infix syntax. A key element of my design is an enforestation parsing step,
which converts a flat stream of tokens into an S-expression-like tree, in addition to the initial “read”
phase of parsing and interleaved with the “macro-expand” phase.
My parser uses standard lexical scoping rules to communicate syntactic extensions to the parser.
In this way extensions naturally compose locally as well as through module boundaries. I argue that
this style of communication is better suited towards a useful extension system than tools not directly
integrated with the compiler.
This dissertation explores the limits of this design in a new language called Honu. I use the
extensiblity provided by Honu to develop useful language extensions such as LINQ and a parser
generator. I also demonstrate the generality of the parsing techniques by applying them to Java and
Python.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Languages constantly evolve by adding or changing features. This evolution is usually handled
by a committee or benevolent dictator that goes through long processes to decide which features to
add based on their importance and how well they integrate with the rest of the language. Features
that are seen as too radical are often not adopted.
New features that require syntactic changes are likely candidates to be rejected. The core
definition of a language’s syntax frequently cannot be altered in a backwards compatible way.
This leaves new features to be implemented in terms of existing syntax, which can quickly become
unwieldy. Furthermore, separate features that would use the same syntax when designed in isolation
require compromises in order to compose.
In the Lisp family of languages features that require syntactic changes are not seen as radical.
New syntactic constructs can be seamlessly incorporated into the existing system through a syntactic
extension mechanism. With this ability many new features do not require the consent of an authority,
but rather can be implemented by users at their discretion. Syntactic extensibility is empowering for
users and liberating for language maintainers.
Racket has taken the idea of building language features with syntactic extension farther than
most other languages. Some of the more advanced systems built on top of the core Racket language
include a class system, a pattern matcher, a functional reactive system, and a lazily evaluated
language. These features are made possible due to Racket’s rich syntactic extension mechanism.
The class and pattern matching system are built as libraries that can be incorporated into any existing
Racket program while the functional reactive system and lazy evaluated system are languages in
their own right.
The success of extensibility in Scheme, Racket, and other languages in the Lisp family is due
in part to their use of S-expressions for their concrete syntax. S-expressions simplify the job of
the parser because they separate expressions in a predetermined way. The syntactic extension
mechanisms in these languages operate directly on S-expressions. Languages with less uniform
syntax than S-expressions typically use some other parsing technology, such as LR or PEG, to
2convert the input concrete syntax into an abstract syntax tree. Scheme-style extensibility necessarily
requires cooperation between the parser and the syntactic extension operators, but traditional parsing
technologies have not been modified to handle this. An alternative strategy is to use the parsed
abstract syntax tree as a starting point for Scheme style extensibility but the transformations applied
to the abstract syntax tree have a different style relative to the transformations applied to concrete
syntax.
1.1 Design Choices
Syntactic extensibility involves extending the parser, a component often thought as core to the
compiler, and thus extending the compiler itself. Compiler extensions can take the form of liberal
access to internal datastructures, or more commonly through some restricted API. A natural choice
is to expose the language’s grammar through an API. Changes to the grammar are then reflected
in the execution of the parser. Grammar modifications are difficult if not impossible to compose,
however, and so their utility is generally limited to extensions for an isolated use-case.
The syntactic extension API in Scheme evolved from a different landscape. Lisp is noteworthy
for its claim that code is data. Code in Lisp is simply lists of symbols that can be programmatically
constructed and evaluated at run-time through the eval function. The combination of the uniform
nature of S-expressions and the ability to construct them programmatically resulted in a primitive
extension system using the fexpr mechanism [25]. New forms in Lisp look similar to old forms,
but were not implemented by the compiler. Instead, they were handled similarly to normal function
calls. The dynamic nature of a fexpr prevented the compiler from making static assumptions about
code, and so eventually the Lisp community moved towards a macro system with defmacro [35].
Scheme adopted a similar macro system due to its syntactic similarity to Lisp.
1.2 Syntax Representation
The protocol of the syntactic extension system in Scheme-style languages is based on concrete
syntax. Macros can consume syntax based on pattern matching surface level input, and they can
produce surface level output. Concrete syntax is a key factor in those systems being usable, because
they provide a low barrier for macro writers to reason about the syntax of the language.
Many syntactic extension mechanisms for languages with infix syntax have been proposed that
focus on transformations at the abstract syntax tree layer [22], although some include support for
writing templates or pattern matchers in terms of concrete syntax [3, 32, 42]. Generally, the support
for concrete syntax is limited to purely rewrite systems or syntactically intrusive methods that de-
3limit macro invocations from the rest of the syntax in the language [38]. Procedural transformations
can work with either abstract syntax trees or concrete syntax, but creating abstract syntax trees
programmatically can be challenging. Concrete syntax is simpler for the macro writer to handle,
but more complex for the language implementor to allow in transformations.
The choice between implementing a rewrite only extension system and one that allows for
arbitrary computation is widely debated in the language community, but experience in Racket has
shown that procedural extensions allow for a larger number of useful features to be built.
Transformation tools that operate at a layer lower than the concrete syntax impose a burden on
the extension programmer because they must keep track of both the high level syntax and how it
corresponds to the lower level details. When high level details are lost through the compilation
process, extensions that only receive the low level representation may not compose very well. Users
of libraries that contain extensions should not be tasked with workarounds for incompatible libraries,
or else those libraries will fall into disuse.
1.3 Issues with Macros
Lisp macros are not hygienic; identifiers introduced by macros can clash with identifiers used
at macro call sites. The issue of hygiene has been solved in Scheme by Dybvig [15] as well as
others [24]. A second issue involves importing identifiers from external modules to be used in
different contexts, either runtime or compile time. Flatt [18] introduced a notion of phases that
distinguishes identifiers for the different contexts. Both of these issues play heavily into constructing
a syntactic extension mechanism that is composable. Composability is an important property,
because naturally extensions will be encapsulated in modules and imported into a context of an
unknown nature.
A hygienic macro system allows macros to be composed with each other without any a-proiri
knowledge. Hygiene ensures that two extensions will not break the lexical bindings of a program no
matter how the extensions are intertwined. Hygiene can be implemented for rewrite-only extensions
using local transformations, but extensions that can perform arbitrary computations require hygiene
to be a fundamental design choice in the extension system itself.
1.4 Thesis Statement
Languages with an Algol-like syntax can be described as generally having constructs that are
not explicitly delimited, matching delimiters for subexpressions, such as parenthesis or curly braces,
infix operators, and constructs that start with a keyword. Non-Algol derived languages, like Ocaml
4and Haskell, have a free form syntax relative to S-expressions but still share some properties such
as sub-expressions and infix operators.
A language with implicitly delimited and infix syntax can provide a syntactic-extension mecha-
nism that is hygienic, procedural, and composable.
There are two main challenges to implementing a syntactic extension system for languages with
implicitly delimited and infix syntax. First, traditional parsing technology cannot be easily amended
to support macros, and second, the free form nature of infix syntax creates additional engineering
problems for macro writers.
Traditional parsing strategies for these types of languages generally consist of the same two
steps: tokenization using regular expressions and conversion to an abstract syntax tree using a
parsing algorithm specified by a grammar. Most parsing algorithms are concerned with efficiency
and expressibility but not extensibility. Altering these algorithms to somehow become extensible is
not a trivial matter. Languages that support syntactic extensibility, such as Racket, have designed
parsers with extensibility as a design goal.
My goal is to apply Scheme-style syntactic extension to languages with implicitly delimited
and infix syntax by interleaving macro expansion with the parsing process. In pursuit of this goal
I have designed and implemented a language called Honu. I use Honu to demonstrate that modern
languages have a different kind of syntactic consistency than S-expressions that can be exploited by
a parsing strategy that is also useful for infix expressions. In addition to the description of Honu I
show how my parsing strategy can be applied to other modern languages including Java and Python.
1.5 Organization
This rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces a parsing model
that is capable of handling implicitly delimited and infix syntax. Chapter 3 implements a practical
extensible language based on the parsing model with many useful features. Chapter 4 demonstrates
interesting applications that can be built out of macros. Chapter 5 applies the parsing model to other
mainstream languages and Chapter 6 describes related work.
CHAPTER 2
PARSING LAYERS
The general goal of parsing is to convert a raw stream of characters into a tree of nodes that
represent the program. The most established paradigm involves matching a stream of tokens to a
production in a grammar and outputting a node that represents the matched tokens. The LR and
PEG parsing algorithms are examples of this method – although PEG usually matches characters
instead of tokens – but the basic idea is the same. Once the entire stream of tokens has been matched
the resulting tree is passed on to other phases of the compiler.
A common first step in parsing is tokenizing the raw characters to produce a uniform stream of
tokens. Each token encapsulates some basic property of the syntax such as an identifier, string, or
number. Scheme style languages go a step further and create a uniform tree, called an S-expression,
out of the tokens based on matching delimiters such as parenthesis, braces, and brackets. The reason
for this step is similar to the reason that tokenization is used in the first place: to allow the parser
to deal with a higher level of abstraction than the raw character stream. In particular, Scheme-style
languages utilize the uniform nature of the intermediate S-expression tree to lazily process branches.
In Scheme, both the tokenization and S-expression formation steps are generally combined into a
function called read.
The next step involves matching the tokens to a grammar specified in BNF. Many languages
have unambiguous grammars such that a sequence of tokens can always be matched to a specific
form regardless of the context in which those tokens appear. For example, in Java the expression
(x) 5 is always parsed as a type cast even if x is not a type. C requires a context sensitive parser
that can determine which types are in scope so that it can resolve ambiguities when types can be
confused with expressions. As an example, (a) (b) could be a type cast of the variable b to the
type a if a is declared as a type, or the expression could be invoking the a function on the variable
b.
Typically, there are at least two phases of parsing for languages with ambiguous forms like those
in C. The first pass resolves core forms like if, while, and for, as well as handling expressions
with operators. Ambiguous forms are left in an unresolved state for the second pass to fix. The
6second pass builds up a table of identifiers and types in scope, and uses those to resolve expressions
where types may occur.
The Scheme family of languages do not need traditional parsing technology such as LR to
further reduce the S-expression tree. Instead, those kinds of languages are specified in such a way
that traditional reductions are unnecessary. In particular, all function calls and special forms are
prefix thus relieving much of the complexity of modern parsers. Prefix notation is a natural choice
for S-expression-based languages even though S-expressions do not inherently require it. However,
Scheme-style languages do contain forms that require a different kind of reduction. These forms are
built out of macros: functions that translate S-expressions into other simpler syntactic forms, and
are reduced through an expand function.
The read and expand steps in Scheme are similar to the first and second parsing steps in C. Read
resolves enough program structure so that expand can easily process the result. Unlike C, however,
much of the parsing decisions in Scheme are made in the expand step. In particular, expand reduces
macro invocation forms by executing the macro and replacing the entire form with the output of the
macro.
The expand step performs a number of tasks to ensure that macros are reduced in a hygienic
manner. Macros are lexically bound to identifiers in the same way as any other kind of binding, and
invocations are syntactically identical to special forms and function calls. Therefore, expand needs
to be aware of the binding behavior of the program to precisely track the lifetime of a possible macro
invocation. This tracking is achieved by adding rules to expand for core forms such as lambda and
define that update the lexical environment appropriately.
Expand maintains an environment which maps identifiers to their binding information, either a
plain lexical binding, macro, or special form, and updates the environment according to the binding
behavior of the core forms. Subexpressions are processed lazily, thus allowing expand to register
new bindings that can affect them. For example, in the following code as expand processes the
lambda form in the body of the let-syntax, expand adds a mapping for the a argument that
shadows the macro a bound by the let-syntax before processing the lambda body (a 1 2).
(let-syntax ([a (lambda (stx) #’2)])
((lambda (a) (a 1 2)) +))
This code evaluates to 3. If the argument to the inner lambda was a symbol other than a, but the
body still used a, then the expression (a 1 2) would instead be a macro invocation that would
replace the entire form with the result of the a macro, 2.
7(let-syntax ([a (lambda (stx) #’2)])
((lambda (b) (a 1 2)) +))
This version evaluates to 2.
By maintaining binding information expand is able to distinguish between macro invocations
and core forms without the need for special syntax. This is the key reason that macros in Scheme
can naturally extend the syntax of the language without imposing a syntactic burden on users.
This dissertation describes a new step called enforest that integrates with expand to handle
languages with implicitly delimited and infix syntax. Enforest uses a parsing strategy that is capable
of processing complex grammars, but augmented with support for macros. Crucially, enforest
allows macros to be much less restricted than Scheme macros, as well as being integrated into
syntactic forms such as infix expressions. The marriage of expand with enforest brings the power
of Scheme-style macros to languages with implicitly delimited and infix syntax.
Enforest is described in more detail in Section 2.2, but first the following section describes
expansion in Scheme.
2.1 S-Expression Macros in Scheme
Parsing and expansion are intertwined in Scheme. The parser’s job is to convert core forms into
an internal representation that the compiler or interpreter can process. Expansion reduces forms in
the program to core forms by invoking macros produced by the parser. Expansion is progressively
invoked on subexpressions of the program until every branch is fully expanded.
2.1.1 Expansion
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 together detail a simple substitution based expander modeled after Dy-
bvig [15]. The expand function dispatches on the type of the output from the match 1 function,
and updates the environment while match uses the environment to lookup binding information for
identifiers. The resolve and mark procedures are related to hygienic concerns.
For the primitive binding form, lambda, expand updates the current environment with new
bindings for the arguments and continues on with the subexpressions of the form. Other special
forms, such as if, expand their subexpressions without affecting the current environment.
The parser recognizes macro definitions through let-syntax by creating a syntax-binding
object. The expander then registers new macro definitions in the environment, but no trace of the
1Dybvig originally called this function parse, but we have renamed it to avoid a terminology clash in Chapter 3.
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function(s, expand(subst(exp1, id, s), env'))
where env' = env[s = Variable] and s is fresh
application(expand(exp1, env), expand(exp2, env))
if(expand(exp1, env), expand(exp2, env), expand(exp3, env))
expand(mark(t(mark(exp1, m)), m), env)
where t=env(resolve(id)) and m is fresh
expand(subst(exp2, id, s), env[s = t])
where t = eval(expand(exp1, env)) and s is fresh
Figure 2.1: Scheme Expand
match: Exp  Env  ParsedExp
match( id , env)
match( (exp1 exp2) , env)
match( (id exp) , env)
match( (id exp) , env)
match( if exp1 exp2 exp3 , env)
match( (lambda id exp) , env)
match( (let-syntax (id exp1) exp2) , env)
variable(id)
if env(resolve(id)) = Variable
application(exp1, exp2)
if exp1 != Sym
application(id, exp)
if env(resolve(id)) = Variable
macro(id, exp)
if env(resolve(id)) = Transformer
if(exp1, exp2, exp3)
if env(if) = Special
function(id, exp)
if env(lambda) = Special
syntax-binding(id, exp1, exp2)
if env(let-syntax) = Special
Figure 2.2: Scheme Parse
9macro’s definition syntax is left in the original program. Macro invocations are similar in that the
parser recognizes macro applications, and the expander replaces the entire form.
The above model gives a flavor for how expansion works. The rest of the examples use the model
from Racket that supports sequences of statements rather then just subexpressions. In particular,
macro definitions use define-syntax instead of let-syntax.
As an example of expansion, consider the following code where and is a macro that expands
into a collection of if expressions.
(if (and (> x 5) (< x 10)) ’in-range ’bad)
this code will first check the binding of if and discover that it resolves to a special form. The rest of
the subexpressions are therefore expanded according to the rules for if. Next, the condition (and
(> x 5) (< x 10)) is expanded. The first element of this S-expression is and, which is bound
to a macro, so the entire form is passed to the transformer for and. The expander pulls out the actual
syntax transformer bound to and and applies it to a representation of the S-expression (and (> x
5) (< x 10)). The output of this application is the following code
(if (> x 5)
(< x 10)
#f)
The original expression (and (> x 5) (< x 10)) is replaced by this new expression that is then
further re-processed by expansion.
The syntax transformer for and is a function declared with define-syntax that accepts a
single argument, which is the entire S-expression in which the and symbol appears.
(define-syntax and (lambda (and-syntax)
...))
The goal of the and transformer is to convert the syntax arguments (> x 5) and (< x 10) into
subexpressions of an if expression. In my simple example I can assume that and will only ever be
used with two arguments, so the implementation of the transformer is simply
(lambda (and-syntax)
(with-syntax ([part1 (get-syntax and-syntax 1)]
[part2 (get-syntax and-syntax 2)])
#’(if part1 part2 #f)))
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The syntax #’(if part1 part #f) produces a representation of the S-expression (if part1
part2 #f) that is suitable for the expander to process. The result of expanding the original
program is





This expression is entirely made up of core forms, so expansion completes.
2.1.2 Hygiene
An important goal of expand is to maintain the lexical properties of the program while trans-
forming parts of the program tree. This property is commonly known as hygiene [24]. A hygienic
transformation ensures that new bindings do not conflict in any way with bindings that were already
a part of the tree. Transformations are of course allowed to create binding forms whose subex-
pressions are arguments to the macro, which has the potential to shadow already existing bindings
in those subexpressions. In the simplified model above, hygiene is handled through the mark and
resolve functions.
A common and simple example is or, which binds its first argument to a variable to prevent the
argument from being evaluated multiple times. First, I demonstrate an unhygienic expansion of or.
(define-syntax (or stx)
(with-syntax ([part1 (get-syntax stx 1)]
[part2 (get-syntax stx 2)])
#’(let ([t part1])
(if t t part2))))
; Use of or
(or (> x 2) (< x -2))
; Expansion of or
(let ([t (> x 2)])
(if t t (< x -2)))
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The let expression is the expanded version of the or use. The t binding introduced by the or
macro can shadow any t identifiers in the subexpressions in the new if expression.
(let ([t 1])
(or (> t 2) (< t -2)))
Expands to
(let ([t 1])
(let ([t (> t 2)])
(if t t (< t -2))))
The second let expression will bind t to the value #f, so ultimately the if expression will try to
evaluate (< #f -2) and cause a run-time exception.
A hygienic macro transformation solves this issue by renaming identifiers according to when
they were originally bound. Assuming let is a core form the correct expansion of the above
example is
(let ([t 1])
(let ([t2 (> t 2)])
(if t2 t2 (< t -2))))
In this expansion the binding of t introduced by the let expression in the or macro is renamed
to t2, a unique identifier, to prevent it from binding t in the subexpressions of the if. Identifiers
are renamed according to when they were created. Rather than using plain symbols identifiers, and
all other S-expressions, are stored in a syntax object that contains binding information and other
information useful for the renaming procedure. The interested reader is referred to Dybvig [8] for
further details.
2.2 Beyond S-expressions
The expand function in Scheme properly maintains hygiene and tracks of the scopes of vari-
ables, but the match function is tied to prefix notation and expects a macro to consume the entire
S-expression in which it appears. My key idea is that there is nothing inherent about the match
function that limits it to S-expressions. Instead, I can integrate a parsing algorithm that can deal
with infix notation and syntax normally found in other languages.
I replace the match function with another function called enforest that can handle implicitly
delimited syntax. I do not place any restrictions on the parsing algorithm that enforest uses, although
an operator precedence parser [27] is the easiest to implement.
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A close relationship is maintained between expand and enforest similar to the one between expand
and match. Expand recognizes primitive binding forms and maintains an environment that maps
identifiers to binding information while enforest reduces forms in the language to primitive forms.
Whereas the expand function in Scheme was responsible for invoking macros, instead enforest does
this job. In Scheme the extent of a macro call is known beforehand because of the uniform nature
of S-expressions; namely that when a macro binding appears at the head of an S-expression match
recognizes a macro invocation, and uses the entire form as the argument to the macro. More free
form syntaxes are not as uniform, and so the match function cannot know the extent of a macro.
Implicitly delimited syntaxes generally do have some level of uniformity that can be exploited
in the same way as for Scheme. Many languages use parentheses, braces, and brackets among
other things to delimit subexpressions. Scheme utilizes the fact that an S-expression encapsulates
subexpressions to delay their expansion, which is useful for macros that create bindings within the
scope of subexpressions. Therefore, I continue to use the read function with only minor changes to
deal with the specifics of the syntax at hand.
The interplay between enforest and expand is demonstrated in the following example. First, I
will define a simple language with conditionals, function calls, variable declarations, and function
declarations and show how the functions enforest and expand work together to perform tasks that
together parse the program. Then, I will add in macros to the language and show how the two
functions need to be updated.
The grammar for the concrete syntax of the language is as follows
〈program〉 ::= 〈expr〉+
〈expr〉 ::= if ( 〈expr〉 ) { 〈expr〉* } else { 〈expr〉* }
| 〈id〉 ( 〈expr〉* )
| var 〈id〉 = 〈expr〉
| function 〈id〉 ( 〈id〉* ) { 〈expr〉* }
| 〈id〉 | 〈number〉 | 〈string〉
This language does not contain infix operators, so it is little more than the S-expression syntax
of Scheme, but forms are not completely enclosed with delimiters so parsing this language still
has some work to do.2 Subexpressions are enclosed in matching delimiters, though, and so this
language can pass through a read phase. The output of read is a sequence of 〈term〉 nodes.
〈term〉 ::= 〈atom〉
| ( 〈term〉 ... )
| [ 〈term〉 ... ]
| { 〈term〉 ... }
〈atom〉 ::= symbol | number | string
2Infix notation, and how to parse it, is supported in the Honu language in Chapter 3.
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The following program will be used as a running example to demonstrate the parsing methodol-
ogy. This example computes the Fibonacci sequence.
function fibonacci(n){
if (or(equals(n, 1), equals(n, 2))){
1
} else {
var left = fibonacci(sub(n, 1))




This form is the concrete syntax tree. Enforest translates the concrete syntax tree into an abstract
syntax tree made up of core forms that expand can process. The core forms that expand processes are
〈expand-ast〉 ::= if ( 〈expand-ast〉 , 〈expand-ast〉 , 〈expand-ast〉 )
| call ( 〈id〉 , 〈expand-ast〉* )
| var ( 〈id〉 , 〈expand-ast〉 )
| atom ( 〈atom〉 )
| fun ( 〈id〉 , ( 〈id〉* ) , 〈expand-ast〉 )
| seq ( 〈expand-ast〉 , 〈expand-ast〉 )
| unparsed ( 〈term〉 ... )
〈atom〉 ::= symbol
| number
The initial set of 〈term〉’s produced by read is wrapped in an unparsed node to inject the tree into the
〈expand-ast〉 structure. An 〈expand-ast〉 node can masquerade as a 〈term〉, which allows enforest
to avoid redundant parsing. Only enforest can produce 〈expand-ast〉 nodes, however, other than the
initial wrapping of the unparsed node.
〈term〉 ::= ...
| 〈expand-ast〉
The expand function is modeled as follows.
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atom(resolve(a)), env if id = Symbol
otherwise atom(a)
let v, _ = expand(exp, env) in
  var(id, v), env[id = Variable]
let v1, _ = expand(exp1, env) in
let v2, _ = expand(exp2, env) in
  call(v1, v2), env
let v1, env1 = expand(exp1, env) in
let v2, env2 = expand(exp2, env1) in
  seq(v1, v2), env2
let v1, _ = expand(exp1, env) in
let v2, _ = expand(exp2, env) in
let v3, _ = expand(exp3, env) in
  if(v1, v2, v3), env
let body, _ = expand(exp, env[ids = Variable]) in
  fun(id, ids, body), env[id = Variable]
let m = newmark() in
let parsed, rest = enforest(mark(term ..., m)) in
let exp1 = mark(parsed, m) in
let exp2 = mark(rest, m) in
  expand(seq(exp1, exp2), env)
The rules for processing each production in the 〈expand-ast〉 grammar are as follows.
• A node starting with unparsed is passed to the enforest function. The output will be an 〈expand-
ast〉 node and an unreduced 〈term〉 tree. The first value will be recursively expanded, and the
second will be wrapped inside another unparsed node for further processing.
• A node starting with either var or function will create a new binding in the current lexical scope
and parsing continues. The body of a function will be expanded in a new lexical scope.
• A node starting with call, seq, or if will have their arguments expanded recursively using the
existing environment.
• An atom node containing an identifier is resolved, otherwise it remains an untouched piece of
syntax.
The enforest function accepts a sequence of unparsed terms, represented by 〈term〉 below, parses
a single expression into a parsed term and returns it and an unparsed tree.
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enforest: term*  Env  expand-ast  term*
enforest( atomic rest ... , env)
enforest( var id = term ... , env)
enforest(id, (arg ...) rest ... ), env)
enforest( fun id(id ...){body ...} rest ... ), env)
enforest( if (e1 ...){e2 ...} else {e3 ...} rest ... , env)
atom(atomic), rest
let exp, rest = enforest(term ..., env) in
  var(id, exp), rest
if env[var] = Special
let e, _ = enforest(arg ..., env) in
  call(id, e), rest
fun(id, (id ...), unparsed(body ...)), rest
if env[function] = Special
let v1, _ = enforest(e1 ..., env) in
let v2, _ = enforest(e2 ..., env) in
let v3, _ = enforest(e3 ..., env) in
  if(v1, v2, v3), rest
if env[if] = Special
The rule for call matches the result of calling enforest and then a term inside parenthesis. The
rule for function matches the body without parsing it so that the function arguments can be bound by
expand first.
I will demonstrate how enforest and expand work together to parse the Fibonacci example from
above. Parsing functions appear in black, 〈expand-ast〉 nodes in blue, and unparsed 〈term〉 nodes
in red.
expand(unparsed(function fibonacci(n){
  if (or (equals (n , 1))
           (equals (n , 2))){
    1
  } else {
    var left = fibonacci(sub n , 1)
    var right = fibonacci(sub n , 2)
    add(left , right)
  }
}))
The rule for handling unparsed results in a call to enforest.
enforest(function fibonacci ...)
Enforest creates a function AST node and leaves the body untouched. There is no remaining syntax
after the fibonacci function definition.
expand(fun(fibonacci, (n), unparsed(if (...) ...)))
The rule in expand for the fun AST node creates a new environment that maps n to a lexical variable,
and continues to expand the body with this new environment.
expand(unparsed(if (...) ...))
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Parsing the if expression is straightforward. The else expression is interesting only in that calling
enforest on the body produces a parsed expression and an unparsed sequence of terms.
enforest(var left = fibonacci(sub n , 1)
var right = fibonacci(sub n , 2)
add(left , right))
The parsed expression is passed directly to expand while the unparsed terms are wrapped in a
unparsed node, and passed to expand.
seq(
expand(var(left, call(fibonacci, call(sub, n, 1))))
expand(unparsed(var right = fibonacci(sub n , 2)
add(left , right)))
2.2.1 Macros
Adding macros to the language requires changing both the 〈expr〉 and 〈expand-ast〉 grammars.
A new syntactic form for defining macros is added to the 〈expression〉 grammar that starts with the
macro keyword and a new macro node is added to 〈expand-ast〉. The first 〈id〉 in the macro form
declares the name of the macro, while the second is the name of the syntax argument used in the
body of the macro. Macro invocations are added to the 〈expression〉 grammar as a form starting
with a macro identifier, 〈id〉, followed by an arbitrary sequence of nodes.
〈expr〉 ::= macro 〈id〉 〈id〉 { 〈expr〉* }
| 〈id〉 〈term〉*
| ...
〈expand-ast〉 ::= macro ( 〈id〉 , 〈id〉 , ( 〈expand-ast〉 ) )
| ...
The type of a macro is a function from syntax to a tuple of two pieces of syntax. The first piece
in the tuple is the resulting form that the macro produced while the second piece is any remaining
syntax from the input that was untouched.
transformer: term*  term*  term*
The models for expand and enforest are updated according to the new productions in the gram-
mars.
expand: expand-ast  Env  expand-ast  Env
case exp of:
...
expand(macro(name, arg, body), env) let transformer, _ = expand(body, compile-env[arg = Variable]) in
null, env[id = Macro(transformer)]
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enforest: term*  Env  expand-ast  term*
enforest( macro name arg{ node ... } rest ... , env)
enforest(e rest ...)
enforest( id term ... )
macro(name, arg, unparsed(node ...)), rest
e, rest
where e ∈ <expand-ast>
let t = get-transformer(id, env) in
let out, rest = t(term ...) in
  unparsed(out), rest
if env[id] = Macro
...
The expand function applies itself recursively to the body of the macro using a compile-time
environment instead of the normal environment. Enforest recognizes identifiers bound to macros and
invokes their associated transformer on the entire input stream. The result of parsing a macro is the
output of the macro transformer wrapped in a unparsed node. If the input is already an instance of
〈expand-ast〉 then it is returned as-is.
A macro receives all of the syntax ahead of it within its enclosing 〈term〉. This may include
forms that will not be parsed by the macro. The unused portions are returned to the enforest function.
A macro parses its input by using a combination of predicates and invoking the enforest function.
Input that should be treated as a closed expression is parsed through recursive calls to enforest. Such
expressions may contain macro calls themselves. The result of a macro should be a self-contained
form that ultimately can be parsed into an 〈expand-ast〉 without any syntax remaining. For example,
the following macro prints the time taken to evaluate its argument at runtime.
macro time stx {
var arg, rest = enforest(stx)
var result =
syntax({
var before = time()
var out = arg
var after = time()





var answer = time fibonacci(82)
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print("Answer is ∼a\n", answer)
The syntax function produces a representation of the syntax given as its argument, in a similar
manner to the #’(...) form in Scheme. The output from the time macro is the new piece of
syntax bound to the result variable and the unparsed syntax bound to rest that is returned from
the enforest function used inside the macro. Parsing the last two lines is demonstrated as follows.
expand(
unparsed(var answer = time fibonacci(82)
print("Answer is ~a\n", answer)))
Enforest parses the var form by recognizing the identifier answer then =, and finally sees that
time is bound to a macro. The transformer associated with time is passed all of the syntax after
the time identifier which includes the print expression.
The output of the time macro is a new piece of syntax and the unparsed terms from the input.
The new syntax is a block containing calls to time() before and after the input expression. The
remaining unparsed syntax is whatever is returned from the internal call to enforest. The result of
parsing the var form is
seq(
var answer(unparsed(var before = time()
var out = (call fibonacci 82)
var after = time()
print("Took ~a", sub(after, before))
out)),
unparsed(print("Answer is ~a\n", answer)))
Now that I have introduced macros the issue of hygiene becomes important. All of the syntax
passed to enforest by expand has a mark applied to it from the mark procedure and should interact
safely with identifiers introduced by macros, similar to how Scheme expansion works. Marks
differentiate symbols that have the same name but different lexical contexts. However, macros in
this model can themselves call enforest, which could invoke further macros. To ensure the hygiene
of the system, the syntax passed to enforest must similarly be marked. Instead of allowing macros to
directly invoke enforest they instead invoke a function that marks the input, passes it to enforest, and




(enforest (mark input m)))
(values (mark output m) (mark rest m)))
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The timemacro from above would replace the call to enforestwith this new safe-enforest
function.
macro time stx {




The ability of enforest and expand to use the environment to classify identifiers in the program
allows a wide range of features to be implemented. In the case of C, types can be differentiated
from variables. Another good use case of this ability is to identify operators.
Traditional parsing technology cannot easily handle arbitrary operators. Usually operators are
hard coded into the language’s grammar. The key to allowing the user extend the set of operators is
to allow the parser to recognize operators based on the current environment. In Chapter 3, I show
how to use an operator precedence parser to allow arbitrary operators to be defined.
CHAPTER 3
HONU
Honu [28] is a prototype language that has a syntax reminiscent of Algol but incorporates
Scheme-like syntactic extension through the use of enforestation. The design of a useable macro
system for a language with implicitly delimited syntax and its implications are explored in this
chapter.
3.1 Overview
Honu’s syntax is similar to other languages that use curly braces and infix syntax, such as C
and Javascript. Honu’s macro support is similar to Scheme’s, but the macro system is tailored to
syntactic extensions that continue the basic Honu style, including support for declaring new infix
operators.
All examples covered in the rest of the paper occur in an environment where identifiers such as
macro are bound as usual.
3.1.1 Syntax
As an introduction to Honu syntax, the following Honu code declares a function to compute the
roots of a quadratic equation.
1 function quadratic(a, b, c) {
2 var discriminant = sqr(b) - 4 * a * c
3 if (discriminant < 0) {
4 []
5 } else if (discriminant == 0) {
6 [-b / (2 * a)]
7 } else {
8 [(-b + discriminant) / (2 * a),




The function quadratic accepts three arguments and returns a list containing the roots of the
formula, if any. Line 1 starts a function definition using function, which is similar to function
in Javascript. Line 2 declares a lexically scoped variable named discriminant. Lines 4, 6, and
8 create lists containing zero, one, and two elements, respectively. Honu has no return form;
instead, a function’s result is the value of its last evaluated expression. In this case, lines 4, 6, and 8
are expressions that can produce the function’s result.
As in Javascript, when function is used without a name, it creates a anonymous function. The
declaration of quadratic in the example above is equivalent to
var quadratic = function(a, b, c) { .... }
Semicolons in Honu optionally delimit expressions. Typically, no semicolon is needed between
expressions, because two expressions in a sequence usually do not parse as a single expression.
Some expression sequences are ambiguous, however; for example, f(x)[y] could access either of
the y element of the result of f applied to x, or it could be f applied to x followed by the creation
of a list that contains y. In such ambiguous cases, Honu parses the sequence as a single expression,
so a semicolon must be added if separate expressions are intended.
Curly braces create a block expression. Within a block, declarations can be mixed with ex-
pressions, as in the declaration of discriminant on line 2 of the example above. Declarations
are treated the same as expressions by the parser up until the last step of parsing, in which case a
declaration triggers a syntax error if it is not within a block or at the top level.
3.1.2 Honu Macros
The Honu macro form binds a 〈id〉 to a pattern-based macro:
macro 〈id〉 ( 〈literals〉 ) { 〈pattern〉 } { 〈body〉 }
The 〈pattern〉 part of a macro declaration consists of a mixture of concrete Honu syntax and
variables that can bind to matching portions of a use of the macro. An identifier included in the
〈literals〉 set is treated as a syntactic literal in 〈pattern〉 instead of as a pattern variable, which
means that a use of the macro must include the literal as it appears in the 〈pattern〉. The 〈body〉 of
a macro declaration is an arbitrary Honu expression that computes a new syntactic form to replace
the macro use.1
1The 〈body〉 of a macro is a compile-time expression, which is separated from the run-time phase in Honu in the same
way as for Racket [18].
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One simple use of macros is to remove boilerplate. For example, suppose I have a derivative
function that computes the approximate derivative of a given function:
1 function derivative(f) {
2 function (pt) {
3 (f(pt + 0.001) - f(pt)) / 0.001
4 }
5 }
I can use derivative directly on an anonymous function:
1 var df = derivative(function (x) { x * x - 5 * x + 8 })
2 df(10) // 15.099
If this pattern is common, however, I might provide a D syntactic form so that the example can be
written as
1 var df = D x, x * x - 5 * x + 8
2 df(10) // 15.099
As a macro, D can manipulate the given identifier and expression at the syntactic level, putting them
together with function:
1 macro D(){ z:id, math:expression } {
2 syntax(derivative(function (z) { math }))
3 }
The pattern for the D macro is z:id, math:expression, which matches an identifier, then a
comma, and finally an arbitrary expression. In the pattern, z and math are pattern variables, while
id and expression are syntax classes [13]. Syntax classes play a role analogous to grammar
productions, where macro declarations effectively extend expression. The syntax classes id and
expression are predefined in Honu.
Although the 〈body〉 of a macro declaration can be arbitrary Honu code, it is often simply a
syntax form. A syntax form wraps a template, which is a mixture of concrete syntax and uses of
pattern variables. The result of a syntax form is a syntax object, which is a first-class value that
represents an expression. Pattern variables in syntax are replaced with matches from the macro
use to generate the result syntax object.
The expansion of D is a call to derivative with an anonymous function. The macro could be
written equivalently as
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1 macro D(){ z:id, math:expression } {
2 syntax({




which makes D expand to a block expression that binds a local f and passes f to derivative. Like
Scheme macros, Honu macros are hygienic, so the local binding f does not shadow any f that might
be used by the expression matched to math.
The D example highlights another key feature of the Honu macro system. Since the pattern for
math uses the expression syntax class, math can be matched to the entire expression x * x - 5
* x + 8 without requiring parentheses around the expression or around the use of D. Furthermore,
when an expression is substituted into a template, its integrity is maintained in further parsing. For
example, if the expression 1+1 was bound to the pattern variable e in e * 2, the resulting syntax
object corresponds to (1 + 1) * 2, not 1 + (1 * 2).
Using expression not only makes D work right with infix operators, but it also makes it work
with other macros. For example, I could define a parabola macro to generate parabolic formulas,
and then I can use parabola with D:
1 macro parabola(){ x:id a:expression,
2 b:expression,
3 c:expression} {
4 syntax(a * x * x + b * x + c)
5 }
6
7 var d = D x, parabola x 1, -5, 8
8 d(10) // 15.099
The 〈pattern〉 part of a macro declaration can use an ellipsis to match repetitions of a preceding
sequence. The preceding sequence can be either a pattern variable or literal, or it can be multiple
terms grouped by $. For example, the following trace macro prints each term followed by
evaluating the expression.
1 macro trace(){ expr ... } {
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2 syntax($ printf("∼a -> ∼a\n", ’expr, expr) $ ...)
3 }
The ellipsis in the pattern causes the preceding expr to match a sequence of terms. In a template,
expr must be followed by an ellipsis, either directly or as part of a group bracketed by $ and
followed by an ellipsis. In the case of trace, expr is inside a $ group, which means that one
printf call is generated for each expr.
All of my example macros so far immediately return a syntax template, but the full Honu
language is available for a macro implementation. For example, an extended trace macro might
statically compute an index for each of the expressions in its body and then use the index in the
printed results:
1 macro ntrace(){ expr ... } {
2 var exprs = syntax_to_list(syntax(expr ...))
3 var indexes = generate_indices(exprs)
4 with_syntax (idx ...) = indexes {
5 syntax($ printf("∼a -> ∼a\n", idx, expr) $ ...)
6 }
7 }
In this example, syntax(expr ...) generates a syntax object that holds a list of expressions, one
for each expr match, and the Honu syntax_to_list function takes a syntax object that holds a
sequence of terms and generates a plain list of terms. A generate_indices helper function (not
shown) takes a list and produces a list with the same number of elements but containing integers
counting from 1. The with_syntax 〈pattern〉 = 〈expression〉 form binds pattern variables in
〈pattern〉 by matching against the syntax objects produced by 〈expression〉, which in this case
binds idx as a pattern variable for a sequence of numbers. In the body of the with_syntax form,
the syntax template uses both expr and idx to generate the expansion result.
3.1.3 Defining Syntax Classes
The syntax classes id and expression are predefined, but programmers can introduce new
syntax classes. For example, to match uses of a cond form like
cond
x < 3: "less than 3"
x == 3: "3"
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x > 3: "greater than 3"
I could start by describing the shape of an individual cond clause.
The Honu pattern form binds a new syntax class:
pattern 〈id〉 ( 〈literals〉 ) { 〈pattern〉 }
A pattern form is similar to a macro without an expansion 〈body〉. Pattern variables in 〈pattern〉
turn into subpattern names that extend a pattern variable whose class is 〈name〉.
For example, given the declaration of a cond_clause syntax class,
1 pattern cond_clause ()
2 { check:expression : body:expression }
I can use cond_clause form pattern variables in the definition of a cond macro:
1 macro cond(){ first:cond_clause
2 rest:cond_clause ... } {
3 syntax(if (first_check) {
4 first_body
5 } $ else if (rest_check) {
6 rest_body
7 } $ ...)
8 }
Since first has the syntax class cond_clause, then it matches an expression–colon–expression
sequence. In the template of cond, first_check accesses the first of those expressions, since
check is the name given to the first expression match in the definition of cond_clause. Similarly,
first_body accesses the second expression within the first match. The same is true for rest,
but since rest is followed in the macro pattern with an ellipsis, it corresponds to a sequence of
matches, so that rest_check and rest_body must be under an ellipsis in the macro template.
Pattern variables that are declared without an explicit syntax class are given a default class that
matches a raw term: an atomic syntactic element, or a set of elements that are explicitly grouped
with parentheses, square brackets, or curly braces.
3.1.4 Honu Operators
In addition to defining new macros that are triggered through a prefix keyword, Honu allows
programmers to declare new binary and unary operators. Binary operators are always infix, while
unary operators are prefix, and an operator can have both binary and unary behaviors.
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The operator form declares a new operator:
operator 〈id〉 〈prec〉 〈assoc〉 〈binary transform〉 〈unary transform〉
The operator precedence 〈prec〉 is specified as a non-negative rational number, while the operator’s
associativity 〈assoc〉 is either left or right. The operator’s 〈binary transform〉 is a function
that is called during parsing when the operator is used in a binary position; the function receives
two syntax objects for the operator’s arguments, and it produces a syntax object for the operator
application. Similarly, an operator’s 〈unary transform〉 takes a single syntax object to produce an
expression for the operator’s unary application.
The binary_operator and unary_operator forms are shorthands for defining operators
with only a 〈binary transform〉 or 〈unary transform〉, respectively:
binary_operator 〈id〉 〈prec〉 〈assoc〉 〈binary transform〉
unary_operator 〈id〉 〈prec〉 〈unary transform〉
A unary operator is almost the same as a macro that has a single expression subform. The
only difference between a macro and a unary operator is that the operator has a precedence level,
which can affect the way that expressions using the operator are parsed. A macro effectively has
a precedence level of 0. Thus, if m is defined as a macro, then m 1 + 2 parses like m (1 + 2),
while if m is a unary operator with a higher precedence than +, m 1 + 2 parses like (m 1) + 2.
A unary operator makes a recursive call to parse with its precedence level but macros have no such
requirement so unary operators cannot simply be transformed into macros.
As an example binary operator, I can define a raise operator that raises the value of the
expression on the left-hand side to the value of the expression on the right-hand side:
1 binary_operator raise 10 left
2 function (left, right) {
3 syntax(pow(left, right))
4 }
The precedence level of raise is 10, and it associates to the left.
Naturally, newly declared infix operators can appear in subexpressions for a macro use:
var d = D x, x raise 4 + x raise 2 - 3
I can define another infix operator for logarithms and compose it with the raise operator.
Assume that make_log generates an expression that takes the logarithm of the left-hand side using
the base of the right-hand side:
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binary_operator lg 5 left make_log
x raise 4 lg 3 + x raise 2 lg 5 - 3
Since raise has higher precedence than lg, and since both raise and lg have a higher precedence
than the built-in + operator, the parser groups the example expression as
((x raise 4) lg 3) + ((x raise 2) lg 5) - 3
As the raise and lg examples illustrate, any identifier can be used as an operator. Honu
does not distinguish between operator names and other identifiers, which means that raise can be
an operator name and + can be a variable name. Furthermore, Honu has no reserved words and
any binding—variable, operator, or syntactic form—can be shadowed. This flexible treatment of
identifiers is enabled by the interleaving of parsing with binding resolution, as I discuss in the next
section.
3.2 Parsing Honu
Honu parsing relies on three layers: a reader layer, an enforestation layer, and a parsing layer
proper that drives enforestation, binding resolution, and macro expansion. The first and last layers
are directly analogous to parsing layers in Lisp and Scheme, and so I describe Honu parsing in part
by analogy to Scheme, but the middle layer is unique to Honu.
3.2.1 Grammar
A BNF grammar usually works well to describe the syntax of a language with a fixed syntax,
such as Java. BNF is less helpful for a language like Scheme, whose syntax might be written as
〈expression〉 ::= 〈literal〉 | 〈identifier〉
| ( 〈expression〉 〈expression〉* )
| ( lambda ( 〈identifier〉* ) 〈expression〉+ )
| ( if 〈expression〉 〈expression〉 〈expression〉 )
| ...
but such a grammar would be only a rough approximation. Because Scheme’s set of syntactic forms
is extensible via macros, the true grammar at the level of expressions is closer to
〈expression〉 ::= 〈literal〉 | 〈identifier〉
| ( 〈expression〉 〈expression〉* )
| ( 〈form identifier〉 〈term〉* )
The ( 〈expression〉 〈expression〉* ) production captures the default case when the first term after
a parenthesis is not an identifier that is bound to a syntactic term, in which case the expression is
treated as a function call. Otherwise, the final ( 〈form identifier〉 〈term〉* ) production captures
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uses of lambda and if as well as macro-defined extensions. Putting a lambda or if production
would be misleading, because the name lambda or if can be shadowed or redefined by an enclosing
expression; an enclosing term might even rewrite a nested lambda or if away. In exchange for the
loss of BNF and a different notion of parsing, Scheme programmers gain an especially expressive,
extensible, and composable notation.
The syntax of Honu is defined in a Scheme-like way, but with more default structure than
Scheme’s minimal scaffolding. The grammar of Honu is roughly as follows:
〈program〉 ::= 〈sequence〉
〈expression〉 ::= 〈literal〉 | 〈identifier〉
| 〈unary operator〉 〈expression〉
| 〈expression〉 〈binary operator〉 〈expression〉
| 〈expression〉 ( 〈comma-seq〉 )
| ( 〈expression〉 )
| 〈expression〉 [ 〈expression〉 ]
| [ 〈comma-seq〉 ]
| [ 〈expression〉 : 〈expression〉 = 〈expression〉 ]
| { 〈sequence〉 }
| 〈form identifier〉 〈term〉*
〈comma-seq〉 ::= 〈expression〉 [,] 〈comma-seq〉
| 〈expression〉
〈sequence〉 ::= 〈expression〉 [;] 〈sequence〉
| 〈expression〉
This grammar reflects a mid-point between Scheme-style syntax and traditional infix syntax:
• Prefix unary and infix binary operations are supported through the extensible 〈unary opera-
tor〉 and 〈binary operator〉 productions.
• The 〈expression〉 ( 〈comma-seq〉 ) production plays the same role as Scheme’s default
function-call production, but in traditional algebraic form.
• The ( 〈expression〉 ) production performs the traditional role of parenthesizing an expres-
sion to prevent surrounding operators with higher precedences from grouping with the con-
stituent parts of the expression.
• The 〈expression〉 [ 〈expression〉 ] production provides a default interpretation of property
or array access.
• The [ 〈comma-seq〉 ] production provides a default interpretation of square brackets with-
out a preceding expression as a list creation mechanism.
• The [ 〈expression〉 : 〈expression〉 = 〈expression〉 ] production provides a default inter-
pretation of square brackets with : and = as a list comprehension.
• The { 〈sequence〉 } production starts a new sequence of expressions that evaluates to the
last expression in the block.
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• Finally, the 〈form identifier〉 〈term〉* production allows extensibility of the expression gram-
mar.
In the same way that Scheme’s default function-call interpretation of parentheses does not
prevent parentheses from having other meanings in a syntactic form, Honu’s default interpretation
of parentheses, square brackets, curly braces, and semicolons does not prevent their use in different
ways within a new syntactic form.
3.2.2 Reading
The Scheme grammar relies on an initial parsing pass by a reader to form 〈term〉s. The
Scheme reader plays a role similar to token analysis for a language with a static grammar, in that it
distinguishes numbers, identifiers, string, commas, parentheses, comments, etc. Instead of a linear
sequence of tokens, however, the reader produces a tree of values by matching parentheses. Values
between a pair of matching parentheses are grouped as a single term within the enclosing term.
In Honu, square brackets and curly braces are distinguished from parentheses, but they similarly
matched.
Ignoring the fine details of parsing numbers, strings, identifiers, and the like, the grammar
recognized by the Honu reader is
〈term〉 ::= 〈number〉 | 〈string〉 | 〈identifier〉
| 〈comma〉 | ...
| ( 〈term〉* ) | [ 〈term〉* ] | { 〈term〉* }
For example, given the input
make(1, 2, 3)
the reader produces a sequence of two 〈term〉s: one for make, and another for the parentheses. The
latter contains five nested 〈term〉s: 1, a comma, 2, a comma, and 3.
In both Scheme and Honu, the parser consumes a 〈term〉 representation as produced by the
reader, and it expands macros in the process of parsing 〈term〉s into 〈expression〉s. The 〈term〉s
used during parsing need not have originated from the program source text, however; macros that
are triggered during parsing can synthesize new 〈term〉s out of symbols, lists, and other literal
values. The ease of synthesizing 〈term〉 representations—and the fact that they are merely 〈term〉s
and not fully parsed ASTs—is key to the ease of syntactic extension in Scheme and Honu.
3.2.3 Enforestation
To handle infix syntax, the Honu parser uses an operator precedence algorithm in the en-
forestation phase to convert a relatively flat sequence of 〈term〉s into a more Scheme-like tree of
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nested expressions. After a layer of enforestation, Scheme-like macro expansion takes over to
handle binding, scope, and cooperation among syntactic forms. Enforestation and expansion are
interleaved, which allows the enforestation process to be sensitive to bindings.
Enforestation extracts a sequence of terms produced by the reader to create a tree term, which is
ultimately produced by a primitive syntactic form or one of the default productions of 〈expression〉,
such as the function-call or list-comprehension production. Thus, the set of 〈tree term〉s effectively
extends the 〈term〉 grammar although 〈tree term〉s are never produced by the reader:
〈term〉 ::= ...
| 〈tree term〉
Enforestation is driven by an enforest function that extracts the first expression from an input
stream of 〈term〉s. The enforest function incorporates aspects of the precedence parsing algo-
rithm by Pratt [27] to keep track of infix operator parsing and precedence. Specifically, enforest
has the following contract:
enforest : 〈term〉* (〈tree term〉 → 〈tree term〉) 〈prec〉 〈stack〉
→ (〈tree term〉, 〈term〉*)
The arguments to enforest are as follows:
• input — a list of 〈term〉s for the input stream;
• combine — a function that takes a 〈tree term〉 for an expression and produces the result 〈tree
term〉; this argument is initially the identity function, but operator parsing leads to combine
functions that close over operator transformers;
• precedence — an integer representing the precedence of the pending operator combination
combine, which determines whether combine is used before or after any further binary oper-
ators that are discovered; this argument starts at 0, which means that the initial combine is
delayed until all operators are handled.
• stack — a stack of pairs containing a combine function and precedence level. Operators with
a higher precedence level than the current precedence level push the current combine and
precedence level on the stack. Conversely, operators with a lower precedence level pop the
stack.
In addition, enforest is implicitly closed over a mapping from identifiers to macros, operators,
primitive syntactic forms, and declared variables. The result of enforest is a tuple that pairs a tree
term representing an 〈expression〉 with the remainder terms of the input stream.
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The rules of enforestation are given in Figure 3.1.2 If the first term is not a tree term or a special
form then it is first converted into a tree term. Special forms include macros, operators, function
calls, and bracketed sequences.
As an example, with the input
1+2*3-f(10)
enforestation starts with the entire sequence of terms, the identity function, a precedence of zero,
and an empty stack:
enforest(1 + 2 * 3 - f (10), identity, 0, [])
The first term, an integer, is converted to a literal tree term, and then enforest recurs for the rest
of the terms. I show a tree term in angle brackets:
enforest(<literal: 1> + 2 * 3 - f (10), identity, 0, [])
Since the input stream now starts with a tree term, enforest checks the second element of the
stream, which is a binary operator with precedence 1. Enforestation therefore continues with a new
combine function that takes a tree term for the operator’s right-hand side and builds a tree term for
the binary operation while the old combine function and precedence level are pushed onto the stack:
enforest(2 * 3 - f (10), combine1, 1, [(identity, 0)])
where combine1(t) = <bin: +, <literal: 1>, t>
The first term of the new stream starts with 2, which is converted to a literal tree term:
enforest(<literal: 2> * 3 - f (10), combine1, 1,
[(identity, 0)])
The leading tree term is again followed by a binary operator, this time with precedence 2. Since
the precedence of the new operator is higher than the current precedence, a new combine function
builds a binary-operation tree term for * while the combine1 function and its precedence level are
pushed onto the stack:
enforest(3 - f (10), combine2, 2,
[(combine1, 1), (identity, 0)])
where combine2(t) = <bin: *, <literal: 2>, t>
2The code for this model is listed in the Appendix.
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enforest(atom termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(〈literal: atom〉 termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
enforest(identifier termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest((id: identifierbinding) termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 where (var: identifierbinding) = lookup(identifier)
enforest(identifier termrest ..., combine, prec, 
[(combinestack, precstack) stack])
 = enforest(transformer(termrest ...), 
combinestack, precstack, stack)
 where 〈macro: transformer〉 = lookup(identifier)
enforest(tree-termfirst identifier termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(termrest ..., 
function(t){〈bin: identifier, tree-termfirst, t〉}, 
precoperator, [(combine, prec) stack])
 where 〈binop: precoperator, assoc〉 = lookup(identifier), 
precoperator >assoc prec




identifier termrest ..., 
combinestack, precstack, stack)
 where 〈binop: precoperator, assoc〉 = lookup(identifier), 
precoperator <assoc prec
enforest(tree-termfirst identifier termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)




 where 〈unop: precoperator, postfix〉 = lookup(identifier), 
precoperator >left prec
enforest(identifier termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(termrest ..., 
function(t){combine(〈un: identifier, t〉)}, precoperator, stack)
 where 〈unop: precoperator, prefix〉 = lookup(identifier)
enforest((terminside ...) termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(tree-terminside termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 where (tree-terminside, ε) = enforest(terminside ..., identity, 0, [])
Figure 3.1: Enforestation
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enforest(tree-term (termarg ...) termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(〈call: tree-term, tree-termarg, ...〉 termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 where (tree-termarg, ε) ... = enforest(termarg, identity, 0, []) ...
enforest(tree-term [term ...] termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(〈arrayref: tree-term, tree-termlookup〉  termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 where (tree-termlookup, ε) = enforest(term ..., identity, 0, [])
enforest([term ...] termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(〈list: term, ...〉 termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
enforest({} termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(〈block:〉 termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
enforest({term ...} termrest ..., combine, prec, stack)
 = enforest(〈block: tree-term, tree-termblock, ...〉 termrest ..., 
combine, prec, stack)
 where (tree-term, termunparsed ...) = enforest(term ..., identity, 0, []), 
(〈block: tree-termblock, ...〉, ε) = enforest((termunparsed ...), identity, 0, [])
enforest(tree-term termrest ..., combine, prec, [])
 = (combine(tree-term), termrest ...)
enforest(tree-term termrest ..., combine, prec, 
[(combinestack, precstack) stack])




The current input sequence once again begins with a literal:
enforest(<literal: 3> - f (10), combine2, 2,
[(combine1, 1), (identity, 0)])
The binary operator - has precedence 1, which is less than the current precedence. The current
combine function is therefore applied to <literal: 3>, and the result becomes the new tree term
at the start of the input. I abbreviate this new tree term:
enforest(<expr: 2*3> - f (10), combine1, 1,
[(identity, 0)])
where <expr: 2*3> = <bin: *, <literal: 2>,
<literal: 3>>
Parsing continues by popping the combine function and precedence level from the stack. Since the
precedence of - is the same as the current precedence and is left associative the combine1 function
is applied to the first tree term and another level of the stack is popped:
enforest(<expr: 1+2*3> - f (10), identity, 0, [])
The - operator is handled similarly to + at the start of parsing. The new combine function will create
a subtraction expression from the current tree term at the start of the input and its argument:
enforest( f (10), combine3, 1, [(identity, 0)])
where combine3(t) = <bin: -, exp<1+2*3>, t>
Assuming that f is bound as a variable, the current stream is enforested as a function-call tree term.
In the process, a recursive call enforest(10, identity, 0, empty) immediately produces
<literal: 10> for the argument sequence, so that the non-nested enforest continues as
enforest(<call: <id: f>, <literal: 10>>, combine3, 1,
[(identity, 0)])
Since the input stream now contains only a tree term, it is passed to the current combine function,
producing the result tree term:
<bin: -, <expr: 1+2*3>, <call: <id: f>, <literal: 10>>>
Finally, the input stream is exhuasted so the identity combination function is popped from the stack
and immediately applied to the tree term.
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3.2.4 Macros and Patterns
From the perspective of enforest, a macro is a function that consumes a list of terms, but Honu
programmers normally do not implement macros at this low level. Instead, Honu programmers write
pattern-based macros using the macro form that (as noted in Section 3.1.2) has the shape
macro 〈id〉 ( 〈literals〉 ) { 〈pattern〉 } { 〈body〉 }
The macro form generates a low-level macro that returns a new sequence of terms and any
unconsumed terms from its input. The 〈pattern〉 is compiled to a matching and destructuring
function on an input sequence of terms. This generated matching function automatically partitions
the sequence into the terms that are consumed by the macro and the leftover terms that follow the
pattern match.
Literal identifiers and delimiters in 〈pattern〉 are matched to equivalent elements in the input
sequence. A parenthesized sequence in 〈pattern〉 corresponds to matching a single parenthesized
term whose subterms match the parenthesized pattern sequence, and so on. A pattern variable
associated to a syntax class corresponds to calling a function associated with the syntax class to
extract a match from the sequence plus the remainder of the sequence.
For example, the macro
macro parabola(){ x:id a:expression,
b:expression,
c:expression} {
syntax(a * x * x + b * x + c)
}
expands to the low-level macro function
function(terms) {
var x = first(terms)
var [a_stx, after_a] = get_expression(rest(terms))
check_equal(",", first(after_a))
var [b_stx, after_b] = get_expression(rest(after_a))
check_equal(",", first(after_b))
var [c_stx, after_c] = get_expression(rest(after_b))
// return new term plus remaining terms:
[with_syntax a = a_stx, b = b_stx, c = c_stx {
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syntax(a * x * x + b * x + c)
}, after_c]
}





New syntax classes declared with pattern associate the syntax class name with a function that
similarly takes a term sequence and separates a matching part from the remainder, packaging the
match so that its elements can be extracted by a use of the syntax class. In other words, the matching
function associated with a syntax class is similar to the low-level implementation of a macro.
3.2.5 Parsing
Honu parsing repeatedly applies enforest on a top-level sequence of 〈term〉s, detecting and
registering bindings along the way. For example, a macro declaration that appears at the top level
must register a macro before later 〈term〉s are enforested, since the macro may be used within those
later 〈term〉s.
Besides the simple case of registering a macro definition before its use, parsing must also handle
mutually recursive definitions, such as mutually recursive functions. Mutual recursion is handled by
delaying the parsing of curly-bracketed blocks (such as function bodies) until all of the declarations
in the enclosing scope have been registered, which requires two passes through a given scope level.
Multiple-pass parsing of declarations and expressions has been worked out in detail for macro
expansion in Scheme [34] and Racket [19], and Honu parsing uses the same approach.
Honu not only delays parsing of blocks until the enclosing layer of scope is resolved, it even
delays the enforestation of block contents. As a result, a macro can be defined after a function in
which the macro is used. Along the same lines, a macro can be defined within a block, limiting the
scope of the macro to the block and allowing the macro to expand to other identifiers that are bound
within the block.
Flexible ordering and placement of macro bindings is crucial to the implementation of certain
kinds of language extensions [19]. For example, consider a cfun form that supports macros with
contracts:
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cfun quadratic(num a, num b, num c) : listof num { .... }
The cfun form can provide precise blame tracking [17] by binding quadratic to a macro that
passes information about the call site to the raw quadratic function. That is, the cfun macro
expands to a combination of function and macro declarations. As long as macro declarations are
allowed with the same placement and ordering rules as function declarations, then cfun can be used
freely as a replacement for function.
The contract of the Honu parse function is
parse : 〈term〉* 〈bindings〉 → 〈AST〉*
That is, parse takes a sequence of 〈term〉s and produces a sequence of 〈AST〉 records that can
be interpreted. Initially, parse is called with an empty mapping for its 〈bindings〉 argument, but
nested uses of parse receive a mapping that reflects all lexically enclosing bindings.
Since parse requires two passes on its input, it is implemented in terms of a function for each
pass, parse1 and parse2:
parse1 : 〈term〉* 〈bindings〉 → (〈tree term〉*, 〈bindings〉)
parse2 : 〈tree term〉* 〈bindings〉 → 〈AST〉*
The parse1 pass determines bindings for a scope, while parse2 completes parsing of the scope
using all of the bindings discovered by parse1.
3.2.5.1 Parsing details. The details of the parse1 and parse2 functions are given in this
section.
The parse1 function takes input as the 〈term〉 sequence and bindings as the bindings found
so far. If input is empty, then parse1 returns with an empty tree term sequence and the given
bindings. Otherwise, parse1 applies enforest to input, the identity function, and zero; more
precisely, parse1 applies an instance of enforest that is closed over bindings. The result from
enforest is form, which is a tree term, and rest, which is the remainder of input that was not
consumed to generate form. Expansion continues based on case analysis of form:
• If form is a var declaration of identifier, then a variable mapping for identifier is added to
bindings, and parse1 recurs with rest; when the recursive call returns, form is added to (the
first part of) the recursion’s result.
• If form is a macro or pattern declaration of identifier, then the macro or syntax class’s
low-level implementation is created and added to bindings as the binding of identifier. Gen-
eration of the low-level implementation may consult bindings to extract the implementations
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of previously declared syntax classes. The parse1 function then recurs with rest and the new
bindings.
If parse1 was called for the expansion of a module body, then an interpretable variant of
form is preserved in case the macro is exported. Otherwise, form is no longer needed, since
the macro or syntax-class implementation is recorded in the result bindings.
• If form is an expression, parse1 recurs with rest and unchanged bindings; when the recursive
call returns, form is added to (the first part of) the recursion’s result.
The results from parse1 are passed on to parse2. The parse2 function maps each form in its
input tree term to an AST:
• If form is a var declaration, the right-hand side of the declaration is parsed through a recursive
call to parse2. The result is packaged into a variable-declaration AST node.
• If form is a function expression, the body is enforested and parsed by calling back to parse,
passing along parse2’s 〈bindings〉 augmented with a variable binding for each function
argument. The result is packaged into a function- or variable-declaration AST node.
• If form is a block expression, then parse is called for the block body in the same way as for a
function body (but without argument variables), and the resulting ASTs are packaged into
a single sequence AST node.
• If form is an identifier, then it must refer to a variable, since macro references are resolved by
enforest. The identifier is compiled to a variable-reference AST.
• If form is a literal, then a literal AST node is produced.
• Otherwise, form is a compound expression, such as a function-call expression. Subexpres-
sions are parsed by recursively calling parse2, and the resulting ASTs are combined into a
suitable compound AST.
3.2.5.2 Parsing example. As an example, consider the following sequence:
macro info(at){ x:id, math:expression at point:expression } {
syntax({
var f = function(x) { math }




info x, x*x+2*x-1 at 12
Initially, this program corresponds to a sequence of 〈terms〉 starting with macro, info, and (at).
The first parsing step is to enforest one form, and enforestation defers to the primitive macro, which
consumes the next four terms. The program after the first enforestation is roughly as follows, where
I represent a tree term in angle brackets as before:
<macro declaration: info, ...>
info x, x*x+2*x-1 at 12
The macro-declaration tree term from enforest causes parse1 to register the info macro in
its bindings, then parse1 continues with enforest starting with the info identifier. The info
identifier is bound as a macro, and the macro’s pattern triggers the following actions:
• it consumes the next x as an identifier;
• it consumes the comma as a literal;
• it starts enforesting the remaining terms, which succeeds with a tree term for x*x+2*x-1;
• it consumes at as a literal;
• starts enforesting the remaining terms as an expression, again, which succeeds with the tree
term <literal: 12>.
Having collected matches for the macro’s pattern variables, the info macro’s body is evaluated to
produce the expansion, so that the overall sequence becomes
{
var f = function(x) { <expr: x*x+2*x-1> }
printf("at ∼a dx ∼a\n", f(<literal: 12>))
}
Macro expansion of info did not produce a tree term, so enforest recurs. At this point, the default
production for curly braces takes effect, so that the content of the curly braces is preserved in a block
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tree term. The block is detected as the enforest result by parse1, which simply preserves it in
the result tree term list. No further terms remain, so parse1 completes with a single tree term for
the block.
The parse2 function receives the block, and it recursively parses the block. That is, parse is
called to process the sequence
var f = function(x) { <expr: x*x+2*x-1> }
printf("at ∼a dx ∼a\n", f(<literal: 12>))
The first term, var, is bound to the primitive declaration form, which consumes f as an identifier, =
as a literal, and then enforests the remaining terms as an expression.
The remaining terms begin with function, which is is the primitive syntactic form for func-
tions. The primitive function form consumes the entire expression to produce a tree term repre-
senting a function. This tree term is produced as the enforestation that var demanded, so that var
can produce a tree term representing the declaration of f. The block body is therefore to the point
<function declaration: f, <function: x,
<expr: x*x+2*x-1>>>
printf("at ∼a dx ∼a\n", f(<literal: 12>))
When parse1 receives this function-declaration tree term, it registers f as a variable. Then parse1
applies enforest on the terms starting with printf, which triggers the default function-call
production since printf is bound as a variable. The function-call production causes enforestation
of the arguments "at ∼a dx ∼a\n" and f(<literal: 12>) to a literal string and function-call
tree term, respectively. The result of parse1 is a sequence of two tree terms:
<function declaration: f, <function: x,
<expr: x*x+2*x-1>>>
<call: <var: printf>,
<literal: "at ∼a dx ∼a\n">,
<call <var: f>, <literal: 12>>>
The parse2 phase at this level forces enforestation and parsing of the function body, which com-
pletes immediately, since the body is already a tree term. Parsing similarly produces an AST for the
body in short order, which is folded into a AST for the function declaration. Finally, the function-call
tree term is parsed into nested function-call ASTs.
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3.2.5.3 Parsing as expansion. For completeness, I have described Honu parsing as a stand-
alone and Honu-specific process. In fact, the Honu parser implementation leverages the existing
macro-expansion machinery of Racket. For example, the Honu program
#lang honu
1+2
is converted via the Honu reader to
#lang racket
(honu-block 1 + 2)
The honu-block macro is implemented in terms of enforest:
(define-syntax (honu-block stx)
(define terms (cdr (syntax->list stx)))
(define-values (form rest) (enforest terms identity 0))
(if (empty? rest)
form
#‘(begin #,form (honu-block . #,rest))))
where #‘ and #, are forms of quasiquote and unquote lifted to the realm of lexically scoped
S-expressions.
The strategy of treating enforest’s first result as a Racket form works because enforest
represents each tree term as a Racket S-expression. The tree term for a Honu var declaration is
a Racket define form, function call and operator applications are represented as Racket function
calls, and so on.
Expanding honu-block to another honu-block to handle further terms corresponds to the
parse1 recursion in the stand-alone description of Honu parsing. Delaying enforestation and pars-
ing to parse2 corresponds to using honu-block within a tree term; for example, the enforestation
of
function(x) { D y, y*x }
is
(lambda (x) (honu-block D y |,| y * x))
When such a function appears in the right-hand side of a Racket-level declaration, Racket delays
expansion of the function body until all declarations in the same scope are processed, which allows
a macro definition of D to work even if it appears after the function.
Honu macro and pattern forms turn into Racket define-syntax forms, which introduce
expansion-time bindings. The enforest function and pattern compilation can look up macro and
syntax-class bindings using Racket’s facilities for accessing the expansion-time environment [19].
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Besides providing an easy way to implement Honu parsing, building on Racket’s macro ex-
pander means that the more general facilities of the expander can be made available to Honu
programmers. In particular, Racket’s compile-time reflection operations can be exposed to Honu
macros, so that Honu macros can cooperate in the same ways as Racket macros to implement pattern
matchers, class systems, type systems, and more.
3.3 Extended Example
I build a class system on top of a primitive form for defining records as an example of using
Honu macros. Classes use a single inheritance hierarchy with the root being the class object.
Each class has a single constructor whose parameters are given next to the class name, and method
calls use call:
〈class〉 ::= class 〈identifier〉 ( 〈identifier〉* )
extends 〈identifier〉 ( 〈identifier〉* )
{ 〈field〉* 〈method〉* }
〈field〉 ::= var 〈identifier〉 = 〈expression〉
〈method〉 ::= function 〈identifier〉 ( 〈identifier〉* ) { 〈sequence〉 }
〈expression〉 ::= ...
| call 〈expression〉 〈identifier〉 ( 〈sequence〉 )
| this
For example, I can define a fish class whose instances start with a given weight, and a picky_fish
subclass whose instances start with a fraction of food that they are willing to eat:
class fish(weight) extends object() {
function eat_all(amt) { weight = weight + amt }
function eat(amt) { call this eat_all(amt) }
function get_weight() { weight }
}
class picky_fish(fraction) extends fish(weight) {
function eat(amt) {
call this eat_all(fraction * amt)
}
}
var c = picky_fish(1/2, 5)
call c eat(8)
call c get_weight()
The classmacro implementation relies on syntax classes for 〈field〉 and 〈method〉 declarations:
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1 pattern field_clause (var =) {
2 var name:identifier = value:expression
3 }
4 pattern method_clause (function) {




The field_clause syntax class uses var and = as literals, matching an identifier between them
and an expression afterward. In the method_class syntax class, function is a literal; the
body of a method does not have a syntax class, which means that it is left unparsed when the
method_clause pattern is parsed. The class macro uses these syntax classes in its pattern:
9 macro extends(){ } { error("illegal use of keyword") }
10
11 macro class (function extends){
12 name:identifier(arg:identifier ...)





18 var name_stx = first(syntax_to_list(syntax(name)))
19 var this_stx = to_syntax(name_stx, ’this, name_stx)
20 var meth_names = to_list(syntax(meths_name_x ...))
21 var function_names = [syntax_to_string(name):
22 name = meth_names]
23 .... // continued below
24 }
Line 9 declares extends for use as a literal in the class macro, while a use of extends in an
expression position triggers a syntax error. Lines 12–15 specify the pattern for uses of class.
Line 18 extracts the class name as a syntax object, so that a this identifier on line 11 can be
given (unhygienically) the same lexical context as the class name although a more robust solution
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developed by Barzilay et al. [5] could have been used. Lines 20–22 extract the class’s method names
and converts them to strings.
Line 23 above continues as follows to build the expansion of a class form:
25 with_syntax this = this_stx,
26 (function_name ...) = function_names, {
27 syntax(var name = {
28 struct implementation{vtable, super, $ arg ,
29 $ ... $ vars_name , $ ...}
30 function (arg ... parent_arg ...){
31 var vtable = mutable_hash()
32 $ hash_update(vtable, function_name,
33 function(this, meths_argument ...){
34 meths_body ... }) $ ...
35 implementation(vtable, parent(parent_arg ...),




The with_syntax form at line 24 binds this as a pattern variable to the identifier syntax object in
this_stx, and it binds function_name as a pattern variable for sequence of function names from
function_names. Lines 28–36 implement the class. The result of the class macro is a constructor
function bound to the name of the class. The constructor accepts the parameters declared next to
the class name, as well as parameters declared next to the super class name; it instantiates a record
containing the class parameters and an instance of the super class. The class’s virtual method table
is created by mapping each function name to a function that accepts the original method parameters
as well as an extra this argument. Delaying the parsing of method bodies (in the method_clause
pattern) ensures that this is in scope before the method body is parsed.






Method calls rely on a simple find_method lookup function private to the user of the class system.
function find_method(object, name) {
var vtable = object.vtable
var method = hash_lookup(vtable, name, function (){ false })
if (method == false) {
if (object.super == false) {








The public version of find_method is the call macro.
39 macro call(){ object:expression
40 name:identifier(arg:expression ...) } {
41 var name_stx = first(to_list(syntax(name)))
42 with_syntax name_str = syntax_to_string(name_stx) {
43 syntax({
44 var target = object
45 var method = find_method(target, name_str)




The pattern on lines 39–40 matches an expression for the object whose method is being called, an
identifier for the method name, and expressions for the arguments. The body of the macro converts
the method name to a string on lines 41–42. The expansion of the macro on lines 43–47 is a block
that binds target to the target object of the method call, finds the called method in the target object,
and then calls the method passing along the target object as the first argument.
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3.4 Honu Implementation
Honu is implemented as a language using Racket’s extensible module system. Racket allows
languages to be specified at the top of a file with a line that starts with #lang and then the name of
a language; in the case of Honu it is simply
#lang honu
Languages in Racket have two main points of control to set up how programs behave. The first
is specifying the read function, which turns raw characters into syntax objects. Honu implements
a read function called honu-read that tokenizes its input using Java-like regular expressions for
things like identifiers and numbers. The read function returns a syntax object which represents a
balanced Honu tree consisting of matching parenthesis, brackets, and braces. Semicolons in Honu
also produce a subtree by wrapping all the previous tokens until another semicolon within the current
tree is seen. Delimiters, such as parenthesis and semicolons, are stored by tagging the tree with an
identifier as the first token which relates the delimiter to the original input.
The surface syntax is parsed according to the following grammar.
〈term〉 ::= 〈atom〉
| ( 〈term〉* )
| { 〈term〉* }
| [ 〈term〉* ]
| 〈term〉* ;
For example, matching parenthesis and braces are turned into #%parens and #%braces, re-
spectively.
if (x > 5){
foo(x)
}
Read will return a syntax object that looks as follows
(if (#%parens x > 5)
(#%braces foo (#%parens x)))
Semicolons wrap all the previous tokens as long as there is no other semicolon has been seen.






(if (#%parens x > 5)
(#%braces
(#%semicolon foo (#%parens x))
(#%semicolon bar (#%parens 5))))
Although macros in Honu can technically pattern match on semicolons in subexpressions the
purpose of the semicolon is to give users the ability to separate expressions regardless of the
intentions of a macro. The normal use of a semicolon is to allow macros to parse an undetermined
amount of syntax without consuming the entire input stream.
One use of this feature is with the require form. The require form is used to import modules
into the current program’s namespace. It is simpler for the require pattern to match everything
and parse the result procedurally than to use utilities from the pattern matcher to do the same job.
macro require(){ form ... }{ ... }
The intended use of this form is to put a semicolon after the end of the forms that specify the
modules to import.
require for_meta 1 racket/list, for_meta 0 racket/draw;
Honu uses the standard module defining facilities in Racket by defining the reader to use the
syntax/module-reader language. The resulting syntax object produced by honu-read is wrapped
in a Racket module form as well as a module-begin form.
(module filename base-language
(#%module-begin forms ...))
The second point of control a Racket language has is defining module-begin as a macro that
can rewrite the module as per its own rules. Typed Racket, for example, defines module-begin to
expand all the subforms to find type declarations and compute types of all the expressions to ensure
the program is well-typed. Honu’s module-begin form is much simpler because Honu does not
need to analyze the body of the module, but rather it just wraps the forms with a macro that invokes
the enforest function to start the process of parsing Honu code.





#’(#%module-begin (honu-unparsed-begin forms ...))]))
The original #%module-begin is used to wrap the new expression so that the language cooper-
ates with the rest of the Racket machinery for compiling and executing the program. The module-
begin form defined by Honu is named honu-module-begin and exported as #%module-begin
which is required to integrate with the rest of the Racket system.
The honu-unparsed-begin macro calls enforest once and then wraps the output in honu-
unparsed-begin again. If there are no arguments to honu-unparsed-begin then it returns a




(let-values ([(parsed unparsed) (enforest #’(forms ...))])
(with-syntax ([parsed parsed]
[(unparsed ...) unparsed])
#’(begin parsed (honu-unparsed-begin unparsed ...))))]
[(_) #’(void)]))
The reason that honu-unparsed-begin returns a new syntax object instead of immediately
calling enforest on the unparsed part of the input is that it gives the expander a chance to inspect
the parsed form and add any new bindings to the current scope before moving on to subexpressions.
That is, suppose I started with the following code which has already been processed by honu-read.
(honu-unparsed-begin
var x = 1
println(#%parens x * 2))
The first call to enforest will parse the var expression and return a Racket level expression
for the definition of x.
(define x 1)
The unparsed part of the syntax will remain unchanged as
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println(#%parens x * 2)
The output from the expander after processing honu-unparsed-begin once will thus be
(begin (define x 1) (honu-unparsed-begin println(#%parens x * 2)))
Racket’s expander will process this S-expression from left to right so it will register a binding
for x due to the define form before moving on to processing the println expression. Thus when
Honu parses the println expression it will see that x is bound to a lexical variable.
The top-level module forms are not the only place where honu-unparsed-begin is used.
Any time parsing of subexpressions is meant to be delayed they are wrapped in a honu-unparsed-
begin form. Functions and macros with block bodies fall into this category. The following example
defines a simple Honu function that will be parsed to a Racket define form. For simplicity I show
the Honu code in its original form without the internal #%parens and #%comma identifiers but in





The enforest function recognizes the function identifier followed by another identifier, then
parenthesis and block with braces which signifies a function definition. The output is a define
form.
(define (weight mass gravity)
(honu-unparsed-begin
mass * gravity))
The body is wrapped with honu-unparsed-begin to allow the expander to register the argu-
ments mass and gravity in the current lexical scope. Once the new variables have been registered
the body is expanded as usual in a scope where mass and gravity refer to the arguments to the
function.
The honu-unparsed-begin macro is internal to the Honu implementation so macro program-
mers cannot access it directly. Instead if they wish to delay parsing of subexpressions they can wrap
them in a block consisting of opening and closing braces.
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macro with_close(){ z:identifier in e:expression{ body ... } }{
syntax(var z = e; { body ... } z.close() )
}
with_close a in get(){
fill(a)
}
Braces by themselves are parsed by enforest as a Racket let expression whose body is wrapped
with honu-unparsed-begin. The use of the macro above is rewritten as
var a = get();
{ fill(a) }
a.close()




Honu relies heavily on the syntax pattern matching facilities of syntax/parse developed by
Culpepper [13]. The syntax/parse form implements syntax classes which relieve much of the
tedium in using the enforest function in macros. It is also useful in implementing the enforest
function itself as the enforest function relies on syntax classes to parse Honu.
Syntax classes are normally specified with patterns and whose return value is the implicit syntax
matched by the class. For example, the following class matches a number, followed by an equals
sign, followed by another number.
(define-syntax-class two-numbers
[pattern a:number (∼literal =) b:number])
This syntax class can then be used in any pattern that appears in a syntax-parse expression.
The parser for enforest uses syntax classes to match Honu. For example in the following code the




[(var name:id = e:expression rest ...)
(let () ...)]))
The id syntax class is built into syntax/parse and matches a single identifier. The expres-
sion syntax class is the same one used in Honu macros to match a single Honu expression. Unlike
normal syntax classes, which are pattern-based, the expression syntax class is procedural so that it
can recursively invoke enforest. The expression syntax class is implemented using a lower-level
syntax class form that only requires it to behave according to the syntax/parse parsing protocol.
In particular, a low-level syntax class must return a list consisting of two things, the number of
consumed S-expressions and the matched syntax object. In the case that the syntax class fails to








(list (- (length stx) (length unparsed))
(mark parsed))))
There are two other things to note in this code. The first is that syntax classes must statically
declare the syntax attributes that can be used when a pattern variable uses the syntax class. In this
case the keyword argument #:attributes declares one attribute, result. The second thing is
that honu-expression is the point at which hygiene is enforced in the enforest layer. A new
marking procedure is bound to mark and called on the input stx. The output is marked with the
same procedure thus canceling any duplicate marks from the first time.
Pattern classes in Honu are implemented directly as syntax classes. The syntax patterns that pat-
tern classes and macros use in Honu are converted into similarly looking syntax/parse patterns.
The syntax matched by the syntax class honu-expression would result in exactly the original
input syntax. The point of using honu-expression, though, is to execute the enforest function
and get back an opaque result. Therefore all syntax classes have a result attribute which is bound
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to the result of enforest if it is called. Honu patterns are rewritten so that the original pattern variable
is bound to the result attribute so that they can be used as normal. For example a raw macro in Honu




Where the user has to use x.result instead of the more natural x. Honu macros bind x.result
to x which has the side affect of preventing programmers from accidentally using the raw syntax.





3.4.2 Integration with Racket
Honu is parsed into a corresponding Racket program, and while parsing is occuring Honu syntax
and Racket syntax are intermingled. To differentiate between them I use a syntax property and attach
it to any syntax that has been processed by the enforest function.
(define honu-property ’honu-parsed)
(define (parsed-syntax stx)
(syntax-property stx honu-property #t))
(define (parsed-syntax? stx)
(syntax-property stx honu-property))
Only syntax objects that have the honu-parsed property will return #t when the parsed-
syntax? predicate is called on them. This property is important to prevent the enforest function
from trying to parse already parsed Honu expressions. For example in the following program the a
macro expects to parse an expression but its argument is the output of the b macro that returns an
already parsed expression.
macro b(){ x:expression } { syntax(x) }
macro a(){ z:expression } { syntax(1 + z) }
a b 2 + 3
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The input to a will be the syntax object (+ 2 3), which is not a Honu expression. To make it
a Honu expression it is passed to parsed-syntax. The enforest function first checks if its input






If the input syntax contains Racket code inside it then that code should be wrapped with a
macro which will cause further enforestation to occur. Blocks, for example, are wrapped with
honu-unparsed-begin which repeatedly calls enforest on the subexpressions until none are left.
Racket macros cannot be used directly in Honu code, which is unfortunate because there is a
very large ecosystem of Racket code. To bridge the gap a Honu macro can be easily written in
Racket and exported to Honu as long as the macro behaves according to the Honu parsing strategy.
A Honu macro must return two syntax objects, the new syntax result as computed by the macro
and the unconsumed input. The only other salient point is that a Racket implementation should use
racket-syntax instead of syntax to return a syntax object with the parsed-syntax property.
A general recommendation is that macros use syntax-parse so that they can use the syntax class
honu-expression instead of directly calling enforest. The following is an example of a Honu




[(_ condition:honu-expression body:honu-body . rest)
(values







The syntax class honu-body matches a sequence of expressions wrapped in a #%brackets
delimeter.
3.4.3 Expression Phases
In Racket a macro can match a subexpression and potentially use that subexpression in an
arbitrary phase. Any bindings for that subexpression will thus be resolved in the phase where the








The call to at-phase-0 will expand to (begin x) and x will resolve to the definition imme-
diately above it. The call to at-phase-1 will expand to (begin-for-syntax x) which will be
expanded at phase 1 rather than phase 0 where the macro was first invoked. In this example there is
no binding for x at phase 1 so a compilation error will occur. The point of this example is simply to
show that Racket macros can determine what phase their subexpressions will be compiled in.
Due to the early parsing by enforest a Honu macro must be more up-front about which phase to
parse in. The honu-expression syntax class parses in the same phase as the macro definition. To
parse in one phase higher a default honu-expression/phase+1 is provided which invokes the
enforest function at a phase one higher than the macro definition.
CHAPTER 4
APPLICATIONS
I implement three example macros that demonstrate the power of the Honu macro system. First
an inline XML macro that can escape to Honu expressions, second an implementation of Linq, and
third a parser generator.
4.1 XML
The XML macro is the first example where the input is parsed with a more sophisticated strategy.
In particular an XML node can contain instances of itself so the pattern class will reference itself to
parse recursively.
The grammar for XML looks roughly as follows
〈node〉 ::= < 〈identifier〉 > 〈node〉* < / 〈identifier〉 >
| 〈literal〉*
I can implement this grammar with the following pattern.
(define-splicing-syntax-class node
[pattern (∼seq < start:id > more:node ... < / end:id >)]
[pattern (∼seq plain:non-xml-id plain*:non-xml-id ...)])
Where non-xml-id is just an identifier but will not be confused with matching XML tokens
such as <. The node pattern explicitly matches the identifiers <, >, and / which are already tokens
in the Honu language.
With this pattern I can create simple XML expressions.
var dom = xml <html><body>Hello world</body></html>
I can extend this macro with the ability to insert Honu expressions as the content of XML nodes.
A new clause is added to the node pattern that parses a Honu body.
(define-splicing-syntax-class node
[pattern (∼seq < start:id > more:node ... < / end:id >)]
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[pattern body:honu-body]
[pattern (∼seq plain:non-xml-id plain*:non-xml-id ...)])
A Honu body is any sequence of Honu code wrapped inside {} delimiters.
var dom = xml <html><body> { computeBody() } </body> </html>
Here I invoke the function computebody during the creation of this XML object. The body
node will contain the result of the function call.
4.2 Linq
Linq is a domain specific language mainly used in C# that provides an SQL-like syntax for
objects that implement an inteferface resembling a database. Data can be extracted from those
objects using complex Linq queries that would otherwise be difficult to write just using method
calls.
To illustrate, the following code is a Racket expression that selects all the XML nodes that are
a descendant of the Table1 node and have an age larger than 20, orders them lexicographically by
their familyName element, and finally returns a pair consisting of the familyName element and the
address element.
(define addresses
(for/list ([add (sort (xml-descendents xml "Table1") string<?
#:key (lambda (element)
(xml-content element "familyName")))]
#:when (> (xml-content element "age") 20))
(list (xml-content add "familyName")
(xml-content add "address"))))
Although this code is fairly readable, the Linq version is more straightforward both to program
and to read.
var addresses = linq from add in xml->Descendants("Table1")





Linq must be implemented as a macro because the syntax does not match any builtin Honu
forms. Writing a parser for the Linq domain is a reasonable affair in Honu because of the free form
nature of enforest. Macros that expand to Linq code can be implemented by a special form that
defines a Linq-specific macro object and a pattern in the Linq parser that can invoke those objects.
The full grammar of Linq is
〈linq〉 ::= linq 〈from-clause〉 〈query-body〉







〈from-clause〉 ::= from [〈type〉] 〈identifier〉 in 〈expression〉
〈let-clause〉 ::= let 〈identifier〉 = 〈expression〉
〈where-clause〉 ::= where 〈expression〉
〈join-clause〉 ::= join [〈type〉] 〈identifier〉 in 〈expression〉 on 〈expression〉 equals 〈expression〉
〈join-into-clause〉 ::= 〈join-clause〉 into 〈identifier〉
〈orderby-clause〉 ::= orderby 〈ordering〉*
〈ordering〉 ::= 〈expression〉 〈direction〉
〈direction〉 ::= ascending | descending
〈select-or-group-clause〉 ::= 〈select-clause〉 | 〈group-clause〉
〈select-cluase〉 ::= select 〈expression〉
〈group-clause〉 ::= group 〈expression〉 by 〈expression〉
〈continuation〉 ::= into 〈identifier〉 〈query-body〉
I can directly translate this BNF into a series of patterns.
pattern query_body(){ body:body ... s:select_or_group_cluase c:continuation? }
pattern body(){ e:from_clause } { e:let_clause }{ e:where_clause }{
e:join_clause }{ e:join_into_clause }
pattern into_part(into){ into e:expression }
pattern from_clause(from, in){ from name:identifier in expr:expression
into:into_part? }
pattern let_clause(let, =){ let name:identifier = expr:expression }
pattern where_clause(where){ where expr:expression }
pattern join_clause(join, in, on, equals){ join name:identifier in
expr1:expression on expr2:expression equals expr3:expression }
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pattern join_into_clause(join, in, on, equals, into){ join name:identifier in
expr1:expression on expr2:expression equals expr3:expression into
what:identifier }
pattern orderby_cluase(orderby){ orderby orders:order ... }
pattern order(ascending, descending){ ascending }{ descending }
pattern select_or_group_clause(){ select_clause }{ group_clause }
pattern select_clause(select){ e:expression }
pattern group_clause(group, by){ group expr1:expression by expr2:expression }
pattern continuation(into){ into id:identifier body:query_body }
With the appropriate literals defined as well.
var from = 0
var where = 0
...
The pattern matcher that macros use expect literal identifiers to be bound, and since the value of
the literals will never be used it is immaterial what their value actually is. However, a literal can be
bound as a macro that produces an error during its expansion at compile-time to prevent users from
accidentally using the literal in expression position.
The Linq macro simply uses the query_body pattern as a starting point to parse Linq expres-
sions.
macro linq(){ body:query_body }{ ... }
There are a number of ways to convert a Linq expression into a language expression. The
implementation in C# is mostly a syntactic rewrite of each clause into a method call on an object
that represents the Linq state. For example the C# Language Specification 3.1 shows the translation
of a simple linq expression with a groupby clause.
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from c in customers
group c by c.Country into g
select new { Country = g.Key, CustCount = g.Count() }
This is translated in two steps, first into
from g in
from c in customers
group c by c.Country
select new { Country = g.Key, CustCount = g.Count() }
And then into the final C# expression
customers.
GroupBy(c => c.Country).
Select(g => new { Country = g.Key, CustCount = g.Count() })
This example clearly demonstrates how the different parts of the Linq expression are inter-
twined. The variable g referenced after the into keyword is ultimately used in the select expression.
Due to the nonlocal transformations that each pattern must undergo they cannot expand into syntax
simply based on their immediate input. Instead the Linq fragments can be parsed and analyzed
by the Linq macro which can deal with introducing variables for expressions that do not explicitly
introduce them mention them.
Each Honu pattern therefore creates a tree that is easy for the Linq macro to deconstruct. For
example the from clause will create a syntactic fragment based on its input that will be used later by
the Linq macro.




The syntax from(name, expr, out) is the result of this pattern. Note that expr uses the
expression syntax class, and so any macros in expr will be expanded.
All the results from the patterns are bundled up in a sequence bound to the body pattern variable.
The Linq macro can inspect these results to create the final expression that implements the Linq
query.
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macro linq(){ body:query_body }{
var parts = syntax(body_body ...)
compile_linq(parts)
}
compile_linq is a phase 1 function that analyzes the Linq fragments and produces an expres-
sion similar to the C# one above where SQL-like methods are called on a object representing a
database.
4.3 Parser Generator
Parsers are a common tool required by sophisticated programs. Typically they are built by com-
posing language features such as function parser combinators or an external program can generate
the code based on a parser specification. Parsers built inside a language from datastructures and
functions are interpreted by a parser engine which can be much less performant than generated code.
The benefit of using existing language features to implement the parser is that existing abstractions
can be used to improve code readability.
I can combine the two approaches by creating a macro that parses a BNF specification for
a parser and generating a relatively performant backtracking PEG parser. The following BNF
describes a simple arithemetic language where the operators have the usual precedence levels.
〈expression〉 ::= 〈number〉
| 〈expression〉 〈operator〉 〈expression〉
〈operator〉 ::= + | - | * | /
A non-left recursive version of this that properly respects the precedence of the operators is
peg start {
start = { expr eof }
expr = { expr2 ws expr1_rest }
expr1_rest = { "+" ws expr2 ws expr1_rest }
| { "-" ws expr2 ws expr1_rest }
| { void }
expr2 = { expr3 ws expr2_rest }
expr2_rest = { "*" ws expr3 ws expr2_rest }
| { "/" ws expr3 ws expr2_rest }
| { void }
ws = { " "* }
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expr3 = { number }
}
Each production is wrapped in braces to make pattern matching simpler for the parser generator
but a more sophisticated generator could leave them off. The peg form is a macro where the
immediately following identifier specifies the rule to start parsing with. The syntax of rules is
straightforward, a rule name followed by an equals sign and a series of productions. This can be











The peg macro creates the rules as first-class values and returns the starting rule as its result.
pattern rule(=){








A rule is a named function that accepts one input which is the string to match. The rule matches
a series of productions to the input in the order they are declared and returns the first nonfalse value.
One thing to note here is the implicit _inner suffix on the pattern variables. The pattern variable
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first contains a series of Honu terms that must be spliced into the final context to be parsed
properly. The _inner suffixed version of the pattern variable has an ellipses depth of 1 which lets
it be used with an ellipses in the template.
pattern production(){













pattern production_rest( | ){ | production:production }
A production consists of a series of elements that are themselves functions that return either the
unconsumed input or false. If any of the elements do not match then the entire production fails and
returns false. The first production in a rule occurs immediately after the equals sign but remaining
productions are prefixed with a | symbol.
pattern element_modifier(*){ element:element * },{
syntax({
var run = element_inner ...
function (data){
var out = run(data)










{ element:element }, { syntax(element_inner ...) }
An element can either be standalone or used with a modifier. In this case only one modifier is
implemented for zero or more repetitions. Repetition is achieved by executing the element function
on the data until it returns false at which point the last nonfalse value is returned.
Elements are the basic matchers of the parser. Each element is a function that performs some
string comparison with the input and returns the part of the string that is larger than the element. For
example the literal string element simply compares itself to the beginning of the input string and if
they are equal then it returns a substring of the input starting from the length of the literal string.
The eof element expects the input string to be empty while the void element matches nothing. A
rule element is simply a variable reference to the function of the same name.
pattern element(eof void)
{ eof }, { syntax(function (data){ data == "" }) }
{ void }, { syntax(function (data){ data }) }
{ rule:identifier }, { syntax(rule) }
The remaining elements are elided.
The parser can be bound to a variable as normal and invoked on a string. Adding in AST
constructors is more effort but does not fundamentally break the model.
var parser = peg start { ... }
parser("18 + 2 * 9 - 3")
CHAPTER 5
EXTENSION FOR OTHER LANGUAGES
The parsing methodology outlined in this dissertation works for other languages. The key is
to incorporate a parsing strategy specific to the language in the enforest function and make modest
modifications to read and expand for the binding forms.
I demonstrate how to modify the read, expand, and enforest functions for both Java and Python.
These languages are not built as extensions on top of Honu, but rather they are complete systems
themselves. The compilers for these languages would normally be implemented in the languages
themselves but as prototypes they are implemented in Racket.
These prototypes only demonstrate how to parse the languages, they do not add meta-levels or
hygiene.
5.1 Extensible Java
My prototype macro1 system for Java is similar to Honu in that the read function is mostly
the same and allows macros to be used at the statement level and in expressions. Unlike Honu the
system for Java has three enforest functions rather than just one. The different enforest functions
apply to different categories of productions from the Java grammar. Top level declarations are
handled by the enforest-top function, class bodies are handled with enforest-class, and statements
and expressions with enforest-expression. Statements and expressions are handled by the same
enforest function to simplify the design and implementation of the prototype in that macros can be
used as either statements or expressions instead of having two types of macros. All of the various
enforest functions output some part of the Java AST, however, which is dealt with by a single expand
function.
My prototype handles the following simplified Java BNF:
〈top〉 ::= package 〈identifier〉*
| import 〈identifier〉*
| public 〈class〉
〈class〉 ::= class 〈identifier〉 { 〈class-body〉 }
〈class-body〉 ::= 〈visibility〉 〈variable〉
1The prototype can be found at http://github.com/kazzmir/java-macro
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| 〈visibility〉 〈class〉
| 〈visibility〉 [abstract] 〈method〉
〈visibility〉 ::= protected | private | public
〈method〉 ::= 〈type〉 〈identifier〉 ( 〈identifier〉* ) { 〈statement〉* }
〈type〉 ::= 〈identifier〉 [[]]
〈statement〉 ::= if ( 〈expression〉 ) { 〈statement〉* }
| for ( 〈type〉 〈identifier〉 : 〈expression〉 ) { 〈statement〉* }
| { 〈statement〉* }
| while ( 〈expression〉 ) 〈statement〉
| macro 〈identifier〉 ( 〈identifier〉* ) { 〈term〉* } { 〈term〉* }
| return 〈expression〉
| 〈expression〉
〈expression〉 ::= new 〈type〉 ( 〈expression〉* ) 〈inline-class〉
| 〈expression〉 ? 〈expression〉 : 〈expression〉
| ( 〈type〉 ) 〈expression〉
| 〈expression〉 . 〈identifier〉
| 〈expression〉 〈operator〉 〈expression〉
| 〈expression〉 ( 〈expression〉* )
〈inline-class〉 ::= { 〈class-body〉* }
The top production is handled by enforest-top, class-body by enforest-class and the rest of the
productions by enforest-expression.
The undefined 〈term〉 nonterminal is a plain token produced by the read function.
The expand function processes a tree consisting of the following forms.





| class 〈identifier〉 〈form〉*
| var 〈identifier〉 〈type〉 〈form〉*
| constructor 〈identifier〉 〈form〉*
| method 〈identifier〉 〈type〉 〈form〉*
| abstract-method 〈identifier〉 〈type〉
| op 〈identifier〉 〈form〉 〈form〉
| unary-op 〈identifier〉 〈form〉
| postfix-op 〈identifier〉 〈form〉
| new 〈type〉 〈form〉*
| new-class 〈type〉 〈form〉* 〈form〉*
| macro 〈identifier〉 〈identifier〉
The expand function accepts a form and an environment. The environment manages bindings
by mapping symbols to descriptions of what they were bound to. There are three types of bindings:
macros, variables, and types.
〈binding〉 ::= macro 〈identifier〉
| lexical
| type
The main purpose of expand is to update the environment based on the current node type. For
example, when the macro node adds a binding for the name of the identifier whose value is a macro
identifier that can be looked up by the enforest function to invoke a Java level macro. The var and
method forms add new lexical bindings to the environment while the class form adds new types.
The rules for all the nodes are given in Figure 5.1.
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java-expand[[(java-unparsed-top node ...), environment ]]
 = ((enforest-top node ...) environment)
java-expand[[(java-unparsed-class node ...), environment ]]
 = ((enforest-class node ...) environment)
java-expand[[(java-unparsed-method node ...), environment ]]
 = ((enforest-expression node ...) environment)
java-expand[[(package identifier ...), environment ]]
 = ((package identifier ...) environment)
java-expand[[(import identifier ... identifierlast), environment ]]
 = ((import identifier ...) (add-type identifierlast environment))
java-expand[[(class identifier node ...), environment ]]
 = ((class name java-expand[[(node ...), environment ]] )
(add-type identifier environment))
java-expand[[(var identifier type node ...), environment ]]
 = ((var identifier type java-expand[[(node ...), environment ]] )
(add-lexical identifier environment))
java-expand[[(constructor identifier node ...), environment ]]
 = ((constructor identifier java-expand[[(node ...), environment ]] )
(add-lexical identifier environmentcopy))
java-expand[[(method identifier type node ...), environment ]]
 = ((method identifier type java-expand[[(node ...), environment ]] )
(add-lexical identifier environment))
java-expand[[(abstract-method identifier type), environment ]]
 = ((abstract-method identifier type)
(add-lexical identifier environment))
java-expand[[(macro identifiername identifiermacro), environment ]]
 = (() (add-macro identifiername identifiermacro environment))
Figure 5.1: Java Expand
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The tree output from the read function is injected into the AST by wrapping it with java-
unparsed-top. This wrapped tree is then passed to expand. To illustrate I will show how the
following code is parsed.
(java-unparsed-top
public class Book{





The expand function will invoke enforest-top which will parse a class according to the 〈class〉








Expand will process this node, and add a new binding to the environment between the identifier
Book and ’type. Then it will process the body, which consists of a java-unparsed-class node.
Member variable declarations and methods are then parsed into var and method nodes respec-
tively. The body of the method is wrapped with a java-unparsed-method node to delay parsing of
the inside so expand can register member variables and any function arguments in the environment.
(class Book
(var int pages (op * 5 10))
(method int getPages () (java-unparsed-method return pages;)))
Finally, expand will process the body of the getPages method resulting in the final AST:
(class Book
(var int pages (op * 5 10))
(method int getPages () (return pages)))
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This resulting AST can be converted back to Java so it can be processed by the normal javac
compiler or a new compiler can be written to directly parse this AST.
The enforest-expression function is the only enforest function that deals with macros. The other
enforest functions could support macros as well but were left out to simplify the prototype. Java
macros are invoked when the enforest-expression function finds a symbol that is mapped to a macro
binding object. In the case that it is, the macro function is pulled out of the environment and
invoked on the current input stream of terms. The output of the macro is repeatedly passed to
enforest-expression until its syntax does not contain any new macros.
The environment also helps to parse Java expressions that contain types, such as casts and
variable declarations. A variable declaration looks like
Type identifier;
Where the only difference between a type and an identifier is whether or not the type is bound to
’type in the environment. Similarly if there is a type inside parenthesis followed by an expression
then it is a cast. Other than cast expressions there are no other times where a type could be confused
for an expression.
The Java grammar has many more operators, modifiers, and forms but these do not present a
challenge to the parser. All binary, prefix unary, and postfix unary operators can be handled by
the precedence parser. Modifiers for method and variable declarations are recognized directly by
the parser so a modifier will not be confused with an expression or type. Other forms, such as the
synchronized form, start with a keyword, and can therefore be handled directly by the parser or as a
built-in macro form.
While I have opted not to allow the set of operators to be extended it would be straightforward
to add.
5.2 Java Examples
The Java Syntax Extender [3] adds a new foreach statement with their macro system that
works similarly to for loops in Java 5. The definition of foreach in my macro system is similar.
public void test(){
macro foreach(in){ (T:type i:id in e:expression) body }{
syntax(Iterator i = e.iterator();
while (i.hasNext()){









Note that the pattern language supports the syntactic class type which, handles the complexities
of generic types and arrays.
I can also add first class functions support to Java using a lambda keyword. Inline declarations
of anonymous classes can be used to create closures in Java. I define an abstract Lambda class with
one method for the interface to using the object. The macro instantiates the class and defines the
method with the code given to the macro as an argument.
public class Test{
public class Lambda{
public abstract Object invoke(Object arg);
}
public void test(){
macro lambda(){ (x:id) body }{
syntax(new Lambda(){










If Java supported operating overloading, then the disguise as a normal function could be com-
plete. Keyword macros cannot make invoking the procedure any more natural looking.
5.3 Extensible Python
My prototype implementation 2 for Python 2 can parse the entire language. The enforest and
expand functions for Python work similar to those in Java, but the read function is adjusted to
accomodate Python’s whitespace rules. The amount of whitespace that precedes a line determines
which block the line is a part of. For example, in the following code the indented print statements
under the for loop make up the for loop’s body.
for name in names:
print "Name %s" % name
print "Address %s" % address_of(name)
The read function converts this into the following tree
(for name in names :
(%block
(print "Name %s" % name)
(print "Address %s" % address_of(%parens name))))
Enclosing tokens are treated in a similar way to Java and Honu’s read function where a new
token, in this case %parens, is inserted in from of tokens surrounded by a set of parenthesis.
The AST that expand processes corresponds directly with the grammar. As usual I add an
additional form for unparsed Python code and a form for introducing macros.
〈form〉 ::= assign 〈formleft〉 〈formright〉
| assert 〈form〉*
| binary-op 〈idop〉 〈formleft〉 〈formright〉
| unary-op 〈idop〉 〈form〉
| del 〈form〉*
| generator ( 〈iditerator〉* ) 〈formlist〉 〈formresult〉
| generator-if ( 〈iditerator〉* ) 〈formlist〉 〈formresult〉 〈formcondition〉
| class 〈idname〉 〈idsuper〉 〈formbody〉
| raise 〈form〉*
| tuple 〈form〉*
| import-from 〈idlibrary〉 〈idimports〉*
| list-ref 〈formlist〉 〈formindex〉
| list-splice 〈formbottom〉 [〈formtop〉]
| global 〈id〉
| try 〈formbody〉 〈formexcepts〉*
| except 〈idtype〉 〈idbinding〉 〈formbody〉
2The implementation can be found at http://github.com/kazzmir/python-macros
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| for 〈iditerator〉 〈formlist〉 〈formbody〉
| if 〈formcondition〉 〈formbody〉 〈formelses〉*
| elif 〈formcondition〉 〈formbody〉
| else 〈formbody〉
| call 〈formfunction〉 〈formargs〉*
| dot 〈formleft〉 〈formright〉
| import 〈id〉*
| return 〈form〉
| lambda ( 〈id〉* ) 〈form〉
| def ( 〈id〉 〈id〉* ) 〈form〉
| macro 〈idname〉 ( 〈termpattern〉* ) 〈formbody〉
| unparsed 〈termpython〉*
Python is dynamically typed so the only kinds of bindings needed are those for plain lexical
bindings and macros. Environments map identifiers to these bindings.
〈binding〉 ::= macro 〈identifier〉
| lexical
Expand updates the bindings in the environment, and calls enforest when needed. The expand
rules for the Python AST are given in Figure 5.2.
The unparsed form is the entry point to the enforest function. Python has two categories of
syntax, statements and expressions, both of which are handled in the enforest function. I again use
a precedence-style parser.
Parsing the Python grammar is mostly straightforward except for handling tuples. The parser
immediately returns the current parsed expression upon seeing a comma token, but expressions can
be separated by commas to form a tuple. This is to support argument lists in def and lambda forms
as well has separating key value pairs in hashes. Instead of making comma a binary operator, I add
special cases to expand when it sees a unparsed form. Specifically, unparsed will call enforest
on a single expression and check if there is a comma in the unparsed stream. If a comma is present,
then it must be a multiple variable assignment, so the parser knows to keep parsing and check for
an assign form at which point it assembles all the individual left-hand expressions into a single
assign.
The entire enforest function is roughly 590 lines of Racket code including helper functions. The
enforest function accepts the stream of tokens and the current environment and performs pattern
matching on the stream according to the grammar of Python.
(define (enforest input environment)
(match input
...))
The following rule is a racket/match expression that matches a class statement with no super
class.
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python-expand[[(unparsed node ...), environment ]]
 = (enforest(node, ...) environment)
python-expand[[(import identifier ...), environment ]]
 = ((import identifier ...) environment)
python-expand[[(from identifierlib import identifier ...), environment ]]
 = ((from identifierlib import identifier ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(assign nodeleft noderight), environment ]]
 = ((assign python-expand[[nodeleft, environment ]]
python-expand[[noderight, environment ]] )
(add-lexical environment nodeleft))
python-expand[[(assert node), environment ]]
 = ((assert python-expand[[node ]] ) environment)
python-expand[[(binary-op identifier nodeleft noderight), environment ]]
 = ((binary-op identifier
python-expand[[nodeleft, environment ]]
python-expand[[noderight, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(unary-op identifier node), environment ]]
 = ((unary-op identifier python-expand[[node ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(del node ...), environment ]]
 = ((del python-expand[[node, environment ]]  ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(generator (identifier ...) nodelist noderesult), environment ]]
 = ((generator (identifier ...)
python-expand[[nodelist, environment ]]
python-expand[[node-result, (add-lexical environment identifier ...) ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(generator-if (identifier ...) nodelist noderesult nodecondition), environment ]]
 = ((generator-if (identifier ...)
python-expand[[nodelist, environment ]]
python-expand[[noderesult, environmentgenerator ]]
python-expand[[nodecondition, environmentgenerator ]] )
environmentgenerator)
 where environmentgenerator = (term (add-lexical environment identifier ...))
Figure 5.2: Python Expand
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python-expand[[(class identifiername identifiersuper node), environment ]]
 = ((class identifiername identifiersuper
python-expand[[node, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(raise node ...), environment ]]
 = ((raise python-expand[[node, environment ]]  ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(node, ...), environment ]]
 = ((python-expand[[node, environment ]] , ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(import-from identifierlibrary identifier ...), environment ]]
 = ((import-from identifierlibrary identifier ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(list-ref nodelist nodeindex), environment ]]
 = ((list-ref python-expand[[nodelist, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodeindex, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(list-splice nodebottom nodetop), environment ]]
 = ((list-splice python-expand[[nodebottom, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodetop, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(global identifier), environment ]]
 = ((global identifier)
(add-lexical environment identifier))
python-expand[[(try nodebody nodeexcepts ...), environment ]]
 = ((try python-expand[[nodebody, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodeexcepts, environment ]]  ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(except identifiertype identifierbinding nodebody), environment ]]
 = ((except identifiertype identifierbinding
python-expand[[nodebody, (add-lexical environment identifierbinding) ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(for identifieriterator nodelist nodebody), environment ]]
 = ((for identifieriterator
python-expand[[nodelist, environment ]]




python-expand[[(if nodecondition nodebody nodeelses ...), environment ]]
 = ((if python-expand[[nodecondition, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodebody, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodeelses, environment ]]  ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(elif nodecondition nodebody), environment ]]
 = ((elif python-expand[[nodecondition, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodebody, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(else nodebody), environment ]]
 = ((else python-expand[[nodebody, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(call nodefunction nodeargs ...), environment ]]
 = ((call python-expand[[nodefunction, environment ]]
python-expand[[nodeargs, environment ]]  ...)
environment)
python-expand[[(dot nodeleft noderight), environment ]]
 = ((dot python-expand[[node-left, environment ]]
python-expand[[noderight, environment ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(import identifier), environment ]]
 = ((import identifier) environment)
python-expand[[(return node), environment ]]
 = ((return python-expand[[node, environment ]] ) environment)
python-expand[[(lambda (identifier ...) nodebody), environment ]]
 = ((lambda (identifier ...)
python-expand[[nodebody, (add-lexical environment identifier ...) ]] )
environment)
python-expand[[(def (identifiername identifier ...) nodebody), environment ]]
 = ((def (identifiername identifier ...)
python-expand[[nodebody, (add-lexical environment identifier ...) ]] )
(add-lexical environment identifiername))
python-expand[[(macro identifiername (token ...) nodebody), environment ]]
 = (()
(add-macro environment identifiername (make-macro (token ...) nodebody)))
Figure 5.2: Continued
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[(list ’class (and name (? symbol?)) ’%colon
(list ’%block body ...)
rest ...)
(define out (parsed ‘(class ,name () (unparsed ,@body))))
(values out rest)]
This rule checks that the statement starts with class, then some identifier, then a colon, then
a body wrapped inside a %block identifier. The tokens after the class form are stored in the rest
variable and returned from the enforest function. The result of this rule is a class node according to
the expand AST where the body is wrapped with a unparsed node so it can be left as-is. Rules for
other Python productions act similarly.
The macro rule checks for an identifier bound as a Python macro, retrieves the transformer, and
invokes it on the remaining part of the stream.







(values (parse-all output environment) unparsed)]
The output of a macro is again reparsed until it becomes an AST node that expand can handle.
5.4 Python Examples
Python is highly flexible and can create useful abstractions through decorators and reflection but
can still gain from a macro system. One simple example is adding a C-style switch statement which
takes the places of repeated if-else blocks.
macro switch(case)( check:expr case condition:expr : body:expr ):
return syntax(if check == condition:
body)
else (check:expr case condition:expr : body:expr case rest ...):







case FileNotFound: print "File not found",
case OutOfSpace: print "Out of space"
CHAPTER 6
RELATED WORK
Macro systems have been researched heavily in the Lisp family of languages [6, 40]. Origi-
nally, Lisp supported syntactic extension through fexprs, which are functions whose arguments are
unevaluated. The arguments to the fexpr correspond exactly to the concrete syntax because Lisp is a
homoiconic language. Lisp is able to differentiate between fexprs and regular functions by tagging
variables depending on how they are bound. The fexpr is executed as a regular function whose
output is re-evaluated and can call eval on its arguments if needed.
Later, a macro system was added to Lisp with defmacro. Symbols bound to macro functions
with defmacro were stored in a lexical environment. The Lisp compiler used an expansion step
to process macros by examining the program top-down looking for s-expressions whose starting
symbol was bound with defmacro and invoking their associated macro function on the s-expression.
Naive macro expansion does not maintain lexical properties of the program properly. Kohlbecker
[24] developed a hygienic macro expansion algorithm to make it more robust although it is quadratic
in the number of expressions that it processes.
A linear macro expansion algorithm was first developed for Scheme with a restricted high level
pattern based macro system by Clinger [11] and later improved to support procedural macros by
Dybvig [15]. Procedural macros are conceptually invoked by the compiler and should not allow
compile-time values to leak into run-time code. Flatt [18] devised a system that makes values for
the different run-time phases of the program explicit. Honu builds directly on the advances made in
this lineage in the Lisp world.
Enforestation is a technique that is used to build a macro system, one kind of syntactic ex-
tension mechanism. Other kinds of syntactic extension consist of modifying grammars and other
low level aspects of parsers. Honu macro definitions integrate with the parser without having to
specify grammar-related details. Related systems, such as SugarJ [16], Xoc [12], MetaLua [20] and
Polyglot [26] require the user to specify which grammar productions to extend, which can be an
additional burden for the programmer. Xoc and SugarJ use a GLR [37] parser that enables them to
extend the the class of tokens, which allows a natural embedding of domain-specific languages.
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MetaLua allows users to modify the lexer and parser but forces macro patterns to specify the
syntactic class of all its pattern variables which prevents macros from binding use-site identifiers in
expressions passed to the macro. Ometa [41] and Xtc [21] are similar in that they allow the user to
extend how the raw characters are consumed, but they do not provide a macro system. Honu does
not contain a mechanism for extending its lexical analysis of the raw input stream because Honu
implicitly relies on guarantees from the reader about the structure of the program to perform macro
expansion.
C++ templates are most successful language-extension mechanism outside of the Lisp tradition.
Like Honu macros, C++ templates allow only constrained extensions of the language, since template
invocations have a particular syntactic shape. Honu macros are more flexible than C++ templates,
allowing extensions to the language that have the same look as built-in forms. In addition, because
Honu macros can be written in Honu instead of using only pattern-matching constructs, complex
extensions are easier to write and can give better syntax-error messages than in C++’s template lan-
guage. C++’s support for operator overloading allows an indirect implementation of infix syntactic
forms, but Honu allows more flexibility for infix operators, and Honu does not require an a priori
distinction between operator names and other identifiers.
Converge [38] has metaprogramming facilities similar to C++ templates but allows for syntax
values to flow between the compile time and runtime. Metaprograms in Converge are wrapped
in special delimiters that notify the parser to evaluate the code inside the delimiters and use the
resulting syntax object as the replacement for the metaprogram. Converge cannot create new
syntactic forms using this facility, however. Composability of metaprograms is achieved using
standard function composition.
Composability of macros is tightly correlated with the parsing strategy. Honu macros are highly
composable because they are limited to forms that start with an identifier bound to a macro or
be in operator position. Other systems that try to allow more general forms expose underlying
parsing details when adding extensions. Systems based on LL, such as the one devised by Cardelli
and Matthes [10], and LALR, such as Maya [4], have fundamental limits to the combinations
of grammar extensions. PEG based systems are closed under union but force an ordering of
productions which may be difficult to reason about.
Some macro systems resort to AST constructors for macro expansions instead of templates
based on concrete syntax. Maya fits the AST-constructor category. Template Haskell [22], SugarJ,
and the Java Syntax Extender [3] include support for working with concrete syntax, but they also
expose a set of abstract syntax tree constructors for more complex transformations. Camlp4 [14]
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is a preprocessor for Ocaml programs that can output concrete Ocaml syntax, but it cannot output
syntax understood by a separate preprocessor, so syntax extensions are limited to a single level.
MS2 [42] incorporates Lisp’s quasiquote mechanism as a templating system for C, but MS2 does
not include facilities to expand syntax that correspond to infix syntax or any other complex scheme.
Honu macros have the full power of the language to implement a macro transformation. Systems
that only allow term rewriting, such as R5RS Scheme [23], Dylan [32], Arai and Wakita [1] and
Fortress [29], can express many simple macros, but they are cumbersome to use for complex
transformations.
ZL [2] is like Honu in that it relies on Lisp-like read and parsing phases, it generalizes those
to non-parenthesiz-ed syntax, and its macros are expressed with arbitrary ZL code. Compared to
Honu, macros in ZL are more limited in the forms they can accept, due to decisions made early
on in the read phase. Specifically, arbitrary expressions cannot appears as subforms unless they are
first parenthesized. ZL supports more flexible extensions by allowing additions to its initial parsing
phase, which is similar to reader extension in Lisp or parsing extensions in SugarJ, while Honu
allows more flexibility within the macro level.
Stratego [39] supports macro-like implementations of languages as separate from the problem
of parsing. Systems built with Stratego can use SDF for parsing, and then separate Stratego trans-
formations process the resulting AST. Transformations in Stratego are written in a language specific
to the Stratego system and different from the source language being transformed, unlike Honu or
other macro languages. Metaborg [7] and SugarJ use Stratego and SDF to add syntactic extensions
using the concrete syntax of the host language. Metaborg is used purely in a preprocessing step,
while SugarJ is integrated into the language in the same way as Honu.
Many systems implement some form of modularity for syntactic extension. Both SDF and
Xoc [12] provide a way to compose modules which define grammar extensions. These systems
have their own set of semantics that are different from the source language being extended. Honu
uses its natural lexical semantics to control the scope of macros. Macros can be imported into
modules and shadowed at any time thus macros do not impose a fundamental change into reasoning
about a program.
Nemerle [33] provides many of the same features as Honu but requires macros to be put in
a module separate from where the macro is used, because macros must be completely compiled
before they can be used. Nemerle is thus unable to support locally-scoped macros, and it cannot
bind identifiers from macro invocations to internal macros.
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Multistage allows programs to generate and optimize code at run-time for specific sets of data.
Mython [30], MetaOcaml [9], LMS [31] are frameworks that provide methods to optimize expres-
sions by analyzing a representation of the source code. A similar technique can be achieved in Honu
by wrapping expressions with a macro that analyzes its arguments and plays the role of a compiler
by rewriting the expression to a semantically equivalent expression. Typed Racket [36] implements
compile-time optimizations using the Racket macro system.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
I have presented the design and some use-cases of a syntactically extensible language with
support for infix notation and implicitly delimited syntax. This system is demonstrably powerful
and does not burden the user with parsing details.
Implementing this system requires using a nontraditional parsing technology which existing
languages might be hesitant to attempt, but I have shown that it is possible to do for Java and Python.
The benefits of syntactic extension to users are well worth the effort for language implementers who
wish to grow their language.
7.1 Contributions
This dissertation extends the Scheme expansion model to support implicitily delimited and infix
syntaxes with procedural, hygienic, and composable macros. This new model is then used as a basis
to implement the Honu language, which contains realistic language features. Finally, I have shown
how the model can be used to support other languages of a similar nature.
7.2 Lessons
One natural design to achieve syntactic extension is to allow the grammar to be modified by an
input program. Arbitrary grammar extension is an attractive ideal, because it allows new syntactic
constructs to be very liberal in their makeup, and to be mixed freely with the rest of the language.
The main issue with modifying the grammar is composing extensions. The base grammar for a
language is often meticulously groomed to not have any ambiguities in it. Adding new productions
or changing existing ones can be very difficult if not outright impossible.
Operator precedence parsing is convenient for two reasons: first it is designed to handle lan-
guages with infix operators and secondly the underlying algorithm is simple enough to modify.
PEG is another reasonable choice but due to backtracking a macro could be invoked but then a
different parsing path chosen that would not have invoked the macro, thus forcing any side-effects
of the macro to have to be undone. LR requires knowing in advance which rule the next token
applies to, which does not mesh well with the arbitrary parsing that a macro can do.
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New operators can be added to the operator precedence parser by attaching a property to an
identifier and using a predicate in the parser to test for this property. Other parsing technology can
be made to use predicates to test if an identifier is an operator but the precedence levels in PEG and
LR is implemented by ordering the rules the operators appear in. Adding new operators necessarily
consists of modifying the rules which can be difficult to do.
7.3 Future Work
Macros in Honu must start with a keyword, and thus are not as general as possible. There should
be a way to augment enforest in such a way that it can scan ahead for a macro keyword while not
breaking any hygienic concerns about syntax that comes before the keyword. Operators in Honu
are already capable of manipulating syntax that appears before it, but the syntax before it must be
parsed as an expression instead of subject to the operator’s will.
The integration of the environment and parsing is the source of Honu’s ability to interleave
macro expansion with parsing. There are clearly similarities between the environment Honu keeps
track of and the standard symbol table that a C parser uses. There is thus a potential to apply a
Honu-style macro system to C which can simultaneously deal with C’s ambiguous expressions.
Macro transformations in Honu are currently untyped. A macro can return any form, which has
some associated type, in any context. A more robust system would prevent a macro from being used
in a context where the resulting syntax has a type that does not fit. A simplistic solution would be to
tag macros with the type of their expression, but that may not always be feasible. A more complex
solution involves inspecting the template that the macro uses and inferring a type or somehow lazily
computing one. Other macros systems have explored this area as well.
APPENDIX
This section contains an implementation of enforest shown in Figure 3.1 written in the Redex













[stack empty [push combine prec stack]]
[tree-term (literal: integer)
(id: variable-not-otherwise-mentioned)
















[sequence (seq term ...)]
[binding (macro: transformer)
(binop: prec assoc)






;; A combine will either be the identity function or a binary transformer
;; A binary transformer comes with the left hand argument as part
;; of its definition. The right hand argument comes from the argument
;; to do-combine. ‘do-combine’ will create a tree-term with the binary
;; operator, left, and right-hand arguments. Then it will run the old
;; combine that was part of the binary transformer’s definition
;; on the result.
(define-metafunction Honu
do-combine : combine term -> term
[(do-combine identity term) term]
[(do-combine (mkbin: binary-operator term_left) term_right)
(bin: binary-operator term_left term_right)]
[(do-combine (mkun: unary-operator combine) term)
(do-combine combine (un: unary-operator term))])
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(define-metafunction Honu
expand : transformer (seq term ...) -> (seq term ...)
[(expand a-transformer (seq term ...)) (seq term ...)])
;; If the found operator’s prec is greater than the current
;; prec, then a new do-combine function takes a right and
;; applies the operator’s transformer to init and right; the result
;; is then passed to the original do-combine. Meanwhile, prec
;; becomes the found operator’s prec.
;; If the found operator’s prec is less or equal to the current
;; prec, then do-combine is applied to init to produce left; the
;; new do-combine function takes right and applies the operator’s
;; binary transformer to left and right, while prec remains
;; unchanged.
(define-metafunction Honu
higher : assoc prec prec -> boolean
[(higher left prec_1 prec_2) #t
(side-condition (> (term prec_1) (term prec_2)))]
[(higher right prec_1 prec_2) #t
(side-condition (>= (term prec_1) (term prec_2)))]
[(higher assoc prec_1 prec_2) #f])
(define-metafunction Honu
lower : assoc prec prec -> boolean
[(lower left prec_1 prec_2) #f
(side-condition (> (term prec_1) (term prec_2)))]
[(lower right prec_1 prec_2) #f
(side-condition (>= (term prec_1) (term prec_2)))]
[(lower assoc prec_1 prec_2) #t])
(define-metafunction Honu
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lookup : identifier -> binding
[(lookup +) (binop: 1 left)]
[(lookup -) (binop: 1 left)]
[(lookup ^) (binop: 3 right)]
[(lookup *) (binop: 2 left)]
[(lookup !) (unop: 5 prefix)]
[(lookup !!) (unop: 3 postfix)]
[(lookup identifier) (var: identifier)])
(define-metafunction Honu
enforest : (seq term ...) combine prec stack ->
(tuple tree-term (seq term ...))
[(enforest (seq atom term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq (literal: atom) term_rest ...) combine prec stack)]
[(enforest (seq identifier term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq (id: identifier_binding) term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(where (var: identifier_binding) (lookup identifier))]
[(enforest (seq identifier term_rest ...) combine prec
[push combine_stack prec_stack stack])
(enforest (expand transformer (seq term_rest ...))
combine_stack prec_stack stack)
(where (macro: transformer) (lookup identifier))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term_first identifier term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq term_rest ...)
(mkbin: identifier tree-term_first)
prec_operator [push combine prec stack])
(where (binop: prec_operator assoc) (lookup identifier))
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(side-condition (term (higher assoc prec_operator prec)))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term_first identifier term_rest ...)
combine prec
[push combine_stack prec_stack stack])
(enforest (seq (do-combine combine tree-term_first)
identifier term_rest ...)
combine_stack prec_stack stack)
(where (binop: prec_operator assoc) (lookup identifier))
(side-condition (term (lower assoc prec_operator prec)))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term_first identifier term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)




(where (unop: prec_operator postfix) (lookup identifier))
(side-condition (term (higher left prec_operator prec)))]
[(enforest (seq identifier term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq term_rest ...)
(mkun: identifier combine) prec_operator stack)
(where (unop: prec_operator prefix) (lookup identifier))]
[(enforest (seq (parens term_inside ...) term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq tree-term_inside term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(where (tuple tree-term_inside (seq))
(enforest (seq term_inside ...) identity 0 empty))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term (parens term_arg ...) term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
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(enforest (seq (call: tree-term tree-term_arg ...) term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(where (seq (tuple tree-term_arg (seq)) ...)
(seq (enforest (seq term_arg) identity 0 empty) ...))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term [squares term ...] term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq (arrayref: tree-term tree-term_lookup ) term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(where (tuple tree-term_lookup (seq))
(enforest (seq term ...) identity 0 empty))]
[(enforest (seq [squares term ...] term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq (list: term ...) term_rest ...) combine prec stack)]
[(enforest (seq {curlies} term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq (block:) term_rest ...) combine prec stack)]
[(enforest (seq {curlies term ...} term_rest ...) combine prec stack)
(enforest (seq (block: tree-term tree-term_block ...) term_rest ...)
combine prec stack)
(where (tuple tree-term (seq term_unparsed ...))
(enforest (seq term ...) identity 0 empty))
(where (tuple (block: tree-term_block ...) (seq))
(enforest (seq {curlies term_unparsed ...}) identity 0 empty))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term term_rest ...) combine prec empty)
(tuple (do-combine combine tree-term) (seq term_rest ...))]
[(enforest (seq tree-term term_rest ...) combine prec
[push combine_stack prec_stack stack])








(term (do-combine identity 5))
(term 5))
(test-equal
(term (do-combine (mkbin: + (literal: 3)) (literal: 5)))




(term (tuple (literal: 5) (seq))))
;; binary precedence
(test-equal
(parse (term (1 + 5)))
(term (tuple (bin: + (literal: 1) (literal: 5)) (seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term (1 + 5 + 8)))
(term (tuple (bin: + (bin: + (literal: 1)
(literal: 5)) (literal: 8)) (seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term (1 + 5 * 8)))
(term (tuple (bin: + (literal: 1)
(bin: * (literal: 5) (literal: 8))) (seq))))
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(test-equal
(parse (term (1 + 5 ^ 8 * 4)))
(term (tuple (bin: + (literal: 1)
(bin: *





(parse (term (! 7)))
(term (tuple (un: ! (literal: 7)) (seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term (1 + 5 + ! 7)))
(term (tuple (bin: +
(bin: + (literal: 1) (literal: 5))
(un: ! (literal: 7)))
(seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term (8 !!)))
(term (tuple (un: !! (literal: 8))
(seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term (2 * 4 !!)))
(term (tuple (bin: * (literal: 2)





(parse (term ((parens 5))))
(term (tuple (literal: 5) (seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term ((parens 5) + 7)))
(term (tuple (bin: + (literal: 5) (literal: 7)) (seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term ((parens 5 * 2) + 7)))
(term (tuple (bin: +




(parse (term (1 * (parens 5 + 2) - 5)))
(term (tuple (bin: -
(bin: *
(literal: 1)





(parse (term (f (parens 5))))




(parse (term (5 [squares 2 + 3])))
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(term (tuple (arrayref: (literal: 5)
(bin: + (literal: 2) (literal: 3)))
(seq))))
(test-equal
(parse (term ({curlies 1 + 1})))





(parse (term ({curlies 1 + 1
2 + 2})))
(term (tuple (block:
(bin: + (literal: 1) (literal: 1))
(bin: + (literal: 2) (literal: 2)))
(seq)))))
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